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CIiAPTER I
STATEMENT

or

THE PROBLEM AND PROCEDURE INVOLVED

The ProbleM

In fairly recent years the tocus ot interest in educational matters
has been centered on various aspects of the whole teaching and learning
procedure. Since the year 1892 the acceleration has been tremendous.
1'0 nsention but a few of the phases that have been £o1'emost tl'om time to

.

time, one may start with the He1'ba1'tian influence, and then continue to
elIWll8rate the new psychological appl.'oach with the related child-stuqmovement) the test and measurement emphasisJ and the influence of John

Devey and his adherents. At the present time educators are concerned
with p1'oviding a sound educational opportunity for all

~s

of children,

with particular emphasis on the problem of the gifted. l
Along with the deYelop..nts indicated above and in addition to IIIU\V
others, it is

interes~ing ~o

note the importance of the guidance prograa

~

trom its inception through its subsequent advancement.

A wealtb;y phil-

anthropist, Hrs. Quincy Shaw, gave the movement its start. Frank Parsons
introduced and directed the f11'st organised program in 1909. His book2

llfational Society for the Stud¥ ot Education. The Fitty-8eYenth
Yearbook, Part 11, Education for the Gift~ (Chicago, f958).
2'rank Parsons, Choos~ a Vocatio.n (New York, 19(9).
1

2

tells ot the origin, pUl'pose, and early development of this movement.
Hayer Bloomfield continued the work or Par sons and was instrumental in
issuing the oall tor the tust national conterence on vocational guidance
in

1910.
The tirst attempts at guidance were strictly vocational in nature;

it was not untU the tirst decade ot this century that the holistic concept
began to influence guidance activities.

Jessie B. Davis in Grand Rapids

vas in part responsible tor this new approach.

In the late 1930 t s the

1ntluence ot the personnel movement became apparent in business and industry
as well as in attairs ot a governmental natlJl'e.

Guidance also was in-

fiuenced by the development of personnel concepts and techniques.

Today

guidance has tinally come into its own as one of the most important elements
in the total educational sphere

ot activity.

It is no longer considered

as a fad or a passing fancy but is now an integral part ot the educational
structure and program.

The lational Defense Education Act ot 1958 attests

to the importance of guidance in education at this stage ot our national"
development.

GUidance,

Yal'ious factors.

a8

understood today, has been influenced by

"The anteeedents ot contemporary guidance concepts have

theu roots in tour spheres ot influence:

sociology, economics, psychology,

and education.-)

It was noted by the writer that in all the wluminous literature

.3&7 DeVer]sr Willey and Dean C. Andrews, MDdern Methods and Techniques
1955), p. 11.

in Guidance (New York,

3
pertaining to guidance and more particularly in that deTCted to counseling,
that one phase seems to receive little attention.

That aspect is the role

of the parent with the student in the counseling process.

The parent is

admitted, by all in the literature, to be a most important entlty; hls
significance in the scherne of th.i.ngs educational i.l'l nature is indeed
recognized. Hovever J it 1s a fact, verified by a rather complete search
of the literature, that any detailed treatment of the parent in relation

to the counseling interview is not given.

From the discovery that extant

writings are anything but replete cn the aspect

(.\t

the parent in relation

to his role with the student in the counseling process did the problem of
this study evolve.

In order to somewhat substantiate the findings of the

writer that little does exist in regard to this phase of counseling, a
letter was addressed to Science Research Associates, Chicago, Illinois,
requesting information about this topic.

Jt.tldred McQueen, research editor

tor that organization, in her response makes the following statement:
"However, none of the recent texts on counseling make specific mention of

the place of the parent in the counselor's interview with the student."

In an attempt to delimit the general problem of the parent as related
to counseling, the specific matter for investigation might be summarized
in one sentence:
~

-An analysis of this proposition

What should be and what is the role of the parent with

~ student in the counseling interview?

indicates several aspects. fust, there is the implication that the
problem involves both the theoretical and the practical. Secondly, there
is needed Bome delineation of the generality, "role of the parent".
It seems obvious that the best source of information in regard to

4
mattezs of guidance and counseling should be found in the tenets of those
engaged in training future personnel for work in these fields.

These in-

dividuals are the educators in the institutions of higher learning.

In

regard to the problem of this dissertation, that of the theoretical and
the actual, the tact must be laced that the best procedures in guidance
and counseling taught to persomel who will do this work in the future
may or may not be those found operative.

or the.1 may not.

Theory and practice may coincide

The degree of correlation is an important aspect in the

discussion of the problem of this stud;y.

In addition to a consideration of theofY as advocated by educators
in the higher institutions of learning, and practice as they interpret it,

there is still another leYel at which guidance and counseling activities
are extensive.
hierarchy.

This is the secondary achool segment of our educational

At this level there alllO exists the possibility of contrasting

theory as advocated by those engaged in these activities and practice as
actually taking place.
Briefly, then, in resume, the discussion of the role of the parent
with the student in the guidance and tounsel:Lng process wUl treat of
both theory and practice as held a t observed by educators at the university"
level and those at the secondary level.

"Role of the parent" is the second consideration which must

be defined.

An entire yearbook has been devoted to the problem of the parents and the

SChools.4 A reading of this volume reveals great stuqy of the importance
'*'

.........

4Hat1onal Educational Association, Department of Elementary Principals.
The Th1rty-8ixth Yearbook, Farents and the Schools (1957).

of the parent in the total educational pattern. However, it must be
emphasized that although the treatment is most comprehensive, it still
does not touch upon the problem of this study, except ill a very general
way.

By -role of the parent" in this discussion is meant the importance

of the parent with the stndent.

i.Y!

the counseling interview, which interview

has for its purpose the discovering,
problems of many types.

acceptj~,

attacking and solVing of

It is concerned with the role of the parent in

definite problem areas and. in specifiC difficulties in each of the

categories.

The problem is one of the degree of participation by the

parent in the interview.
No discussion of the role of the puent in the counseling interview
would be complete without one understanding.

'!'here is a definitely

accepted principle with educators that the counseling interview is one
of a personal nature and that the counselor and counselee share the
knowledge of the problem

interviews.

~h1ch

is present or arises at the i.nterview or

The intimate, per sonal, and confidential aspect of the

situation cannot be denied nor overlooked.

However, since the reCOgnition,

acceptance, appraisal, an~Solution ot problems is the real justification
tor any counseling

int~view,

it seems intelligent to state that any and

all devices, agencies, and persons who might contribute to a successful
solution should certainly be utilized.

But this does not imply that the

utiliZation of other }>f'..l'sons in a counseling interYiew is strictly
discret1oM.ry on the part ot the counselol".

Unless !P8c1t1c .!!~th0riza.t~o.!!

is given by the counselee.z. the stric't one-to-one relat1o~S!d.E must.

matntdne.d •

b.!

6

In this study due respect is gi'f'en to accepted counseling ethics.
There 18 no insinuation intended that these should be changed nor moditied
in any way.

In speaking ot participation 1>7 the parent in the counseling

interview it is to be understood that the presence ot the parent is with
the specific E!rndssion ot the person belng counseled.

assumption must be understood in all that tollows.

This underlying

Involvement with the

parent is not to be construed a8 a cancellation nor abrogation ot protessional counseling ethics.
The Pl"ocedure

It has been indicated that the 1l'J8titutions ot higher learning are
considered as a pri.mar)r source bom which to obtain the best opinion in
regard to the role of the parent vith the student in the counseling
In OI'der to obtain a 8alIPling

area vas selected.

ot theory

in~ev.

and practice, the Horth Central

It is telt that this region should be representatlve ot

the country as a whole because

ot the presence ot

versities and colleges in the area.

the JI8nT recognized uni-

Evaluation ot responses received

trOll

personnel in this region should approximate consensus throughout the country.
Now, rather than to be .rel1' concerned with addressing an lnsvUI'JI8nt to an
institution, it was deemed better to contact those individuals spee1tlcall¥
concerned with guidance and counseling.

1'he

1269 Directoq:

of the National

Association ot Guidance Supervisors and Counselor huners> in the North

S.As ot Kay, 1961, this organization is known as the Association tor
Counsell", Education and SUI?!l'!islon.
-

1
Central region was utilised

&8

a source trom which to select schools and

personnel to be contacted.
There 1s sufficient reason to justifY the selection ot the 1260
Directory as a source tor university and college personnel. Since ntal\Y
schools now have practicums in operation it seems logical to assume that the
personnel on this list would either be directing the work of the practicuma
01'

would have great tal'1I11i81"it7 with t.hem.

It is not t.oo presumptuous to

assume that persons directing or being very tamiliar with practicUlU might be
among the best qualified to all81f8l' quest.ions concerning guidance and counseling in the schools

ot today. These

indiv1d~s t

in addition to being most

cognizant ot theory and practice in regard to guidance and. counseling mattera,
have the additional advantage of a laboratory ai tuation. Work in the practicum should enable these indiY1d.ua1s to be JIOst exact in their concept.iona ot
guidance and counaeling in the achoo1s both trom the viewpoint ot what. is the
best. theory and alao trom the vantage point of expressing practice a8 they
see it operative in the schools.

Even adndtting that in certain schools

practicUJU are non-existent, the mere tact that individuals were interested
in and had been accepted as lJI8l1ibers ot the Association would argue tor the
presence at least ot interest in matters pertaining to guidance and counseling.
To assume only interest would certainly seem to be unjust. to these indiTiduala.
Still another reason tor the selection ot the 1960 Directory as a source

ot contacts is the tact that personnel on this list should

be in an excellent

position to present not only their opinions as to the best theory in regard

to the role ot the parent in the counseling interview, but should be able to
delineate practice as operative.

This statenant i8 made because in schools

8
in which praoticuraa are in operation muoh of the guidanoe and counseling done

is with individuals below the higher institution level.

Where pract1cums are

not in operation much of the work in the field is with persons at the seoondary school level.
In order to obtain so_ idea of both theory and

~actice

from the T1ev-

point of persona in the higher institutiona, a questionnaire seelll8d to be
in order.

1he writer is only too cognizant of the disadvantages ot this

type
, of instrUDlell't but feels that in regard to this problem a questionnaire
is probably the bast approach to obtain the desired information.

The oon-

struction of the questionnaire will be disc":lBsed in detail solll8Wbat later.
All eighty' colleges and uniftrsities listed in the 12,20
contacted.

Directo~

were

Indi'riduals were chosen who, in the opinion of the writer, seemed

to be the ranking IIIIInlber in their institutions (in cases where ftlOl'e than one
person hom a school was a member of the Association).

Since the population

being sampled was in itself stratified, the real goal vas to secure as .!!!!!3l
responses as possible froll d1tferent institutions.

The abUity of the indi-

'ridual responding was not being tested, but his responses were being evaluated
Bow since the number of secondary schools in the Horth Central usa
ia large in cOlllpuison with the number of institutions of higher learning
and bence is a IIOre eJetensift field in which guidance and counseling are

operative, a second questionnaire vas sent to local directors of guidance

in schools in the North Central states.

The purpose of this instrument was

to obtain an opinion regarding theory at the secondary school level. It is
to be noted that this opinion is from persona who are actually in guidance
and counseling work.

Moreover, it was desired to obtain some idea of actual

9
practice at this level as observed b.r secondary school personnel.
A publication of the United States Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, accurate as of March 19$8, was utilized in ol'der to select
schools and individuals.

This publication, Guide Lines, is a compUation

of local directors of guidance furnished by the states giving

naJIle,

title,

and address of individuals responsible for directing their progl'ams in

their respective school systems.
covers all states.

It is to be noted that Guide Lines

Therefol'e, states in the North Central region were

selected for sampling purposes.

A reprint

ciation publications was selected in order

frOIl

~

the North Central bac-

determine the states

currently in the North Central Association. 6
After the states to be contacted had been determined, there remained
the problem of selecting the specific school systems to be reached. J.lvery
fourth high school listed tor each Iorth Central state in the Guide Linea
was 881ected as a recipient of the questionnaire.
The questionnaire sent to the secondary schools was precisely the

same as that forwarded to the universitiu and colleges, with but one
exception.

the problem areas and the specific problems are identical.

However, a different set of' questions is used atter the structured portion
of each queationna11'e, in order to secure intormation perUnent to the
proble!l1"at both the university and college level and at the high school
level.

As was indicated above, the specific function of the instrument

6aeprint. "List of' Accredited Institutions of Higher Education"
The North Central Association 5e!:ter!l, llXrV, No.1 (July 1, 19$9).
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18 to determine theory and pract1c, at the secondary level in regard to
the role of the parent with the student in the counseling interview.

From a study of the results of both questionnaires and from an
evaluation of the literature that exists pertaining either directly or
indirectly" to the problem of this study, the writer offers some implications
tor counseling.

This material will be presented in the last chapter.
The ,@eationnaire at the Universitl Level

The purpose of the questionnaire at the university and college level
was, as haa been indicated abo'fe, to deternq,ne both theory as expounded

to students who will be engaged in guidance and counseling activities
(predominant~

at the secondary level), and practice as operative trom

the viewpoint of the personnel responding.

It was expected that theory

delineation might be obtained from the reaction ot the respondents to
specitic problem areas J it was hoped that an indication of practices
might be secured from the indicated answers.

In 8UfIIDlal"y, the goal was

to determine theory as expounded by specialists in the field of guidance
and counseling, and practice as they believed it to be operative.

The

terminology "should be- was used in all questions pertaining to theory
and the word

"is"

was e.mployed to secure responses in regard to practice.

The questionnaire was constructed with the thought in mind ot

secuzing reaction to both theory and practice in terms ot degree ot
participation by the parent in the counseling interview with the student.
Hence, the terms "Nearly Always", "Very Often",

"50%", "Very Seldom", and

"Almost Never 1t were used with the purpose of indicating the degree ot

11

reaction to specific items.

1'he selection of the general areas and the specific problems listed
under each one was a difficult one.

In the literature pertinent to problem

areas in guidance and counseling many groupings are to be round.

Williamson

establishes five major headings and enUJl1Etratea specific problems under each.

A. Personality problems
1. Social maladjustment
2. Speech adjustment
3. Family conflicts
4. student discipline

B. Problems of edtwational orientation
and achievemeni;
1. Unwise choice of courses
of study and cur:ricula
2. Dif'ferential scholastic achievement
3. Insu1'ficient general soholastic
aptitude
4. Ineffective study habits
,. Reading disabilities
6. Insufficient scholastic motivation
7. Overachievement
8. Underachievement
9. Problems of the superior student

,14.

7E •

C.

Problems of occupational orientation
1. Unce:r1ain occupational choice
2. No vocational choice
3. Diso:repancy between interests
and aptitudes
4. Umdse TOOationa! choice

D.

'1nancial problems
1. Self-support in school and college
2. Proble. of student placement

E.

Health p:roblema
1. Health
2. Physical disabilities 7

G. Williamson, How to Counsel Students (New York,

1939), PP. 180
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Dressel lists five problem areas that are in general similar to those
of Willia."I13on:

A.

Vocational proble..
1. Vocational choice
2. Occupational information
.3. Job hunting

B.

Academic problems
1. Educational planning
2. Academic difticul ties

C.

Social and emotional problems
1. Personal difficulties
2. Family conflicts

D.

Health and pl'qs1cal handicaps

K.

Financial proble_
1. Part-time 'Work
2. Educational opportunit1es 8

Still another claas1iication of problems is giYen by Robinson in a
more recent work.
three.

He simplifies the question of areas by giving only

Each of these e.brace sp8cit'ic difficulties,
A.

AdjuatlIInt preble.
1. Vocational choice
2. Curricular planning

3. Social acceptance
4. Financial pl'obl8lll8

,. Difficulties such as religious contusion
and personal maladjustment
B.

SkUl learning
1. Study skills
2. Language diaabili ties

3. Social skills

8paul L. Dressel, "Helping Pupils with Their Proble!'l\S," A. Basic
Text for Guidance Workera, ad. Clifford E. Erickson (New Jersey, 1947),
pp. 195, 225.

C.

Irnrnaturity
1. Dependence
2. Overconsc1entiousness as to the

opinion o£ others
3. Religious or moral worries

4.

Igocentrlam9

Stoops and wahlquist indicate that a classification of problema
might be in the areas pel'ta1ning to educational, personality, vocational,

and home difficulties. IO
Another classification of problems would be that which includes those
encountered wlAile in school, and potential difficulties of post-school

lite.

This is the designation of Willey and Andrews
A.

In-school problems
1. Selection of courses of study
2. Helping the tailing student and the
underachiever
3. Developing study skills and habits
4. Lack of interest
5. Helping students with subject-mttv
disabilities

B.

Post....chool problems
1. Selecting the right vocation
2. Choosing a college
3. Selecting other schools
4. Special problerrls of the times such
as acceleration, deceleration,
enlisting or awaiting the draft call,
and others ot a sim1l.ar naturall

9r1'8llC1s P. Robinson, Principles and Practices in StUdent Counsel4!!8
(New York, 1950), pp. 168-113.

10:Ernery Stoops and Gunnar L. Wahlquist, Fr1nelples and Practices in
Guidance (New York, 1948), p. 14.$.
11Wll1ey and Andrew, p. 369.
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From the viewpoint of a ps.ychological worker, problems might be
listed as does Harzol.f:
1. Retarded development
2. School learning difticul ties
3• .Personal and social maladjustment
4. Educational prognosis
5. Vocational choice
6. Premarital counseling12
Germane state. as typical classes of problema for clinical study
and indiY1dual counseling:

1. Educational
2. Ph;yslcal health
,. Social emotional

4. Family
S. Economic

6. Leisurel '

It can be seen from the above brief and admittedly incomplete
enumeration of areas and

proble~~,

that merely arriving at these categories

and placing specific difficulties under the indicated headings is in itself

a major study.
authors.

This, as has been indioated, has been done b,y various

However, enumeration and classification of problems is not the

purpose of this writing.

Hence, the writer drew from the above, troM

other readings, and hom personal experience, the tift problem areas with
the subproblems used in the questionn&ire.
A..

lhesa are given below:

Emotional, social, and personality problems
1. Af'teotional needs
2. Attainment of status

12Stanley S. Marzolf, P8lCh~lmral Diagnosis and Counsel!ng in the
Schools (New York, 1956), pp. 103-1 •
13cbarles E. Germane, fersomel Work in High School (New York, 1941),
pp. 306-)07.
•

3. Group .mber8h1p needs

h. Moral ditficulties
S. PQpll-parent conflict.

6. Pupil-teacher conflicts

B.

Educational and academc probleJIII
1. Choice of cU1'riculUII
2. Lack of aptitude and/or IIOtivation
.3. Overachievement
4. Underachievement
S. .ntal retardation
6. Student orientation to school
7. School leaving

C.

Vocational proble.
1. Occupational-scholastic intormation
2. Capacity and interest for yocation
3. Selection of vocation
4. Employment opportunities
S. Further schooling
.
6. Military nrvice
7. Job hunting
8. Preparation for, entrance upon, and
adT8.1lCement on job

D.

Health proble1l8
1. PIvsical handicaps
2. Chronic Ulne..
,3. Nutrition proble.
4. Sanitation

E. Financial probleJIII
1. Pan-tille 1f01'k
2. Lack of .t'unds tor high school
.3. Lack of lunds tor higher eduoation

In the questionnail'e, the last nction of each problem area 18 deaigned '
to be ·open end" in order to elill1nate, if possible, a psychological set in

a.nawring the specific items. It is readily recognized that in a topic
such as this that

lUlly

aspects may be diacovered that bear upon the problem

of this 8tUdy', 1.f 80me attempt at an unstructured approach i8 attellPted.
Hence, blank apace. are lett on the questionnaire.

Theae are provided in

order that respondents might be able to write in proble1l8 which the,..
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oonsidered belonging in the general areas as set down by the writer.

The last section ot the questionnaire attempts to determine if, in
the university or college concened, a pl'scticum is in operation; the

il'equency or the involvement ot the parent with the st.udent in the activit.7

ot that practicU!D; the percentage of personnel

being trained

tor guidance

and counseling who have an opportunity' to function with parents in the

practiCUDlJ the request that itellS of interest about the practicUlll with
emphasis on the involvement of the parent be enUll8ratedJ and finally,

the respondent's conception of the role of the parent in the counseling

intern...
The Questionnaire at the Secondary School Level

1'his 1natrUll8nt, as has been indicated, is identical With that
prepared tor the universities and college., with the exception of the
last parts in which respondents are reque.ted to answer a different set
of questions than those asked of the other personnel.

The reason for

ha"ling the structured sections of the questionnail'. identical is to ha....

a basis tor comparison.
The final section of the secondary lehool questionnaire at'Hmp'ta to

discover the percentage of guidance personnel who have received their
training in a college or university in the North Central area; the
highest degree obtained. by the respondent, the emphasis in work done in
the pursuit of that degrMJ i t _ of interest in the high school guidance
program with particular reference to the place of the parent J and finally,
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the respondent IS conception of the role of the parent in the counseling

interview.
Definition ot Terms Used in the Questionnaires

v

Gu.idance ia a process ot a dynamic nature involving interpersonal
relationships J it is designed to "1..n:fluence the attitude aDd subsequent
behavior of a person."

Guidance may be considered as "s torm of systematic

assistance (aside trom regular instruction) to pupils, students, or others,
to help them assess their abilities and liabilities and to use that
intormation ettecti'ftly in daily liYing. ,,14 ,
CO\UUl8lJ.!!g intel"l"iev 18 used in reterence to the intimate .easion

or sessiom held b.1 a counselor with a counselee, tor the specific purpose
of help1ng the individual

to the degree that the counselee might solve or

at least be helped to resolve his own problem or problems.
PractiC'WI u,y be considered as "a oourse

ot instruction wed at

closely relating the study of theory and practical experience, both
uually being carried on sinJultaneously.1t

It can also be considered as

an "academic exerciae oonsisting of study and practical work. H1S

role of the ment in the counsel:.t:!s interview raters to the

b

participation by either the father I mother, or guardian

(01'

aqy combination

of these) in the interview or interviews between counselor and counselee,

14carter V. Good, Dict.ionarz; of Education (New York, 19S9), p. 407.

-

lSIbid., 2SB.
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or in an interview or interviews separate from that with the client dealing
with sonte problem.

Mere presence is not the only concern) the degree of

contribution to the discovery, identification, acceptance, and solution
of problems is the important element.
The ;:arent in the counseling iuterview with the student admits ot
two possibilities of interpretation.

The first reters to the actual

presence of the parent with the student in the session.

In other words,

more than two persons would be involved at the same chronological time.
The second interpretation refers to the introduction of the parent in

the interviewing process.

Conceivably, physical presence might be betore

or atter the actual interview itself.

Regardless of the interpretation

the renl ts should not be invalidated since participation is the point

at issue.

Judging from the responses, it appeal's that practically all

of the respondents answered the questionnaire with the tirst interpretation
in mind.

This was the interpretation intended b,y the writer.

The next chapter viII present a review of the literature pertaining

to the problem of this study.

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF 'ME LlTERA'fUBE
1he purpose

ot the parent

ot this chapter is to present certain aspects of the role

in the counseling interview as diacoftred in the li tel'ature

treating directly or ind11'ectly upon the probl_ of this study.

Specific

reterences to the role of the parent in such an interview are extremely
few and are suggestive rather than detei.1ed in treatment. However, the
,

premise that any and all persons and agencies that might contribute to
the betterment of the child should be enlisted seems read1l.y' acceptable •

.Moehlman, in listing the nineteen objectin. ginn in the Children's

Charter of the White House Conterence, at ....n such a r.latively .arly
date as 1930, makes a significant statement.

are broad and sweeping.

"ihe.e nineteen objectives

:.they recognize that educational needs cannot be

satisfied by the schools alone and the home, the Church, and the community
must carry the1l' share ot the burden. n16
The .8lII general refer.nce to the necessity ot concerted e.tforts by
all agencies in the work: with the child is stated in one of the works

ot

the National Society for the Study' of Education in the following.

Above all el.8, personnel servic. in education is
predicted upon "eing the l.arn.r totally. We attempt to
see him (a generic terra) beyond the classroom as a person

l6ArthUl" B. Moehlman, School Administration
, (Boston, 19)1), p. 39.
19
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with a life, preaent and past .. which is more heavily nonschool than school oriented. He bas interests, associations,
and motivations 1fhich bave their origins in his family,
his comnnmit7, his age peers--in a total world of which the
classroom and the school as a whole are only a part, often
a minor part. This is a reality which all educators, but
particularly counselors and other personnel workers, must
accept although it is damaging to Qur egos. other agencies
contribute as well as the school.11
l~om

the above, since it appears logical that participation by the

parent has a place in the total educational scheme, it certainly should be
evident that parental activity in counselirlg is constructive.
is

universal~

Counseling

accepted b.1 educators as an important adjunct in the

education ot the child.

In a survey of the literature

dizect~

or indirectly applicable to

the problem being discussed, it appears that a division of available

material into two distinct divisions might be conducive to a better
understanding.

The two phases that will be discussed are the need for

the parent in the counseling interview and general .t'indings from the

literature indicating the role of the parent in the counseling interview
with the student. Again, it must be emphasized, that very little could be
discovered that bears directly upon the problem of this study.

However,

interence can be of importance in the understanding of a situation.
The Need for the Parent.
The first phase, in reviewing the literature, is concerned with the

17G. Gilbert wrenn, ·Ph1losophical and Psychological Bases of Personnel
Service. in Edooation.- National Society for the Study of Education. 1'be
Fitty-E1gbth Yearbook, Personnel Se:rvices in Education (Chicago, 1959),
pp. 41-42.
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need for the parent in the counseling interview.
the natural order.

Through

secured and guaranteed.

lQatrimo~,

The lead is taken frOl1l

the perpetuation of the race is

It seems reasonable to state that procreation is

accepted by all faiths as the pl'ilnary or at least the concomitant end of
marriage.

Since parents are the cause per se of their children, it follow

from the natural ord$r of things that adults are a vital aspect in the
entire life of a ohild.

J.:rrr and all phases

o£ child partiCipation in the

total educational picture should come within the purview of the parent.
Counseling is one of t.he aspects of the total educational picture and hence
should have some conoern for the parent.

T.Qat guidance and counseling are

educational aspects we have the statement of Traxler:
As personnel work has matured, however, and as the aims
and processes of education have, at the s _ time, been re...

exardned, it has become increasingly clear that, when the
objectives of education are stated aDi anal7Zed, the
important objectives stress the growth and development of
the individual and draw upon the principles of guidance
as they do upon the prinCiples of learning. The ultimate
purposes of counselors and teachers are not only similar,
they are Virtually identica.l. Not only do the aims of
instruction and oounseling coincide, but their processes
likewise have identical elements. l8

An important oonsideration is that of the educational need for
oonsultation with parents.

A concise statement 0:f the reasons for this

partioipation of parents and educators is given by MCKinneys
First, there are ~~e spontaneous requests from parents
who have proble_ or are ooncerned about their offspring.
They come for help, reassurance, or possibly to register
complaint. Second, there are the requests on the part of

18u 1;hur E. Traxler, Teehni..9,ues of Gui~~e (New York, 1957), p. 311.
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the school personnel--the counselor, the principal, or the
teachel'-for the parents f presence in his office ••••
The psychological counselor and the social worker
(sometimes called v1siting teacher) often seeks a relationship vi th the parents when the child has emotional difficulties, it being assoeiated with conditions in the home. 19

When the parent init1&tes the interview by a request for it, one of
the requirements for good counseling has already been met...-a need exists.
The next step is that

It • • • •

the trained counselor explOits the need in an

attempt to solve the basic d1£ficulty.n20
.A survey of the literature dealing with child-guidance cliruics reveals

so_ indication of the need for the parent in the counseling interYiew •

.

From the establishment in the United States of the first psychological
clinic in 1896 at the University of Pennsylvania by Witmer, child guidance
clinics have improved in scope as well as in general purpose.

Some of

these clinics are independent while others are forced to rely upon taxation

as a source of l'evenue. Medical institutions and, the courts are often
associated in action with these clinics.

The parent has, in many cases,

been an iq>ortant entity wOl'k1ng with other members of a clinical team by'
cont1'ibuttng information for the definition and solution of problems.

~

"being on the team" parents are often helped to achieve more normal personal

lives with the subsequent influence upon home life.

Changing the attitudes

and actions of the parent is refiect.d in the general progress of the chUd,

providing that therapy has been successful.

19Fred McKinney, C0UllS81if.i for F8rson&1 Ad3uatment in Schools and
Colleges (Boston, 1958) J P. 49 •

-

20Ibid .,

495.
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Bal'ton and Brueckner, in discussing the contributions ot specialists
and clinical services for the improveJDent of achievement on the part

pupil, list tive services rendered by specialists.
aq that one

ot the

In discussing these they

ot these 1s -advisory and consultative services tor adminis-

trators and supel"'risors tor dealing with educational proble. of the school
and cOllllllUDity", also tor parents, teachers, and pupUs •••• "21

Parents are needed in the total educational picture in order to develop
the entire child potential.

Gordon claw thAt.

"Counaeling with parents

has the additional purpose ot creating a hoa-school te811 working to achieve
the guidance goals which haTe been del1neate~.1t22
In recent years the interest in utters educational in nature has

shifted troll intense conovn tor the slover than average child to an appraisal
of the probl_

ot the g1tted. Aa baa been indicated (the attention ot the

reader is im'ited to Chapter I), the la'bional Society tor the Study ot
Education baa devoted a yearbook to the study ot this subject. 23 In this
vol\1Dl8 the contributors treat of aany aspects ot handling the gifted.

The

section devoted to the problell ot guidance and counseling gi'98s particular
attention to the question of seU-appraisal and seU-conceptualization. Al ..
though the question ot the parent is not ntentioned specifically, the very

2lwUl1.am H. Burton and Leo J. Brueckner, Supervision a Social Process
(lew York, 19,,), p. ,10.
22Ira J. Gordon, The Teacher as a Guidance Work.r (Hew York, 19>6),
p. 317.

23Th. ritty-s.....nth

Yearbook, Iducation for the G1fte~.

nature of the complex probleM or educating the gUted suggests the necessity
of the parent in the process.

It parents are needed in the education of the

"normal" chUd, how much IIOre so are they required in the work with the
g1.tted.

Intelligent acceleration, prouping, and enrichment, the three

general methods of handling this type of youngster, certainly suggest the
keen need for a parent in the counseling process.

In au.ary, it seenB to be apparent that no great documentation is
necessuy to e.tabliah the tact that there is a positive need for a parent
in all educational problema.

Since guidance and cOUllseling are nov accepted

as facets of the educational framework, it _eems reasonable to state that
there is a need tor the parent in the counseling interView with the student.
That the guidance prog!'u i. important in COOl'dinating home, cOJlMWlity, and
school influence. cannot be doubted:
The guidance Pl'ogl'aJR serve. as a co.nnecting link between
the school and the child's out-at-school living.... It recognizes the importance of related agencies and influence., and
attempts to help parents _et their parental responsibilities in
a IIOre eftective way. It gathel'. Wor_tion about co.unit,y
resources, carries on collllllU1l1ty studies, and helps to lIObi11ze
the co.unit;y so that its youth services may beao_ more e.tfectiTe.
In addition, it helps the youngster understand the influences of
these ~ experiences upon his own behaTior. In these and in
II18I\Y other ways, the guidance program strives to bring the school,
the home, and the coMUnitq closer together .24
General 'indings from the Literature
In an issue of a fairly recent periodical, there is an interesting

2Jacl1tf'ord E. Erickson, ed., A Basic Text for Guidance Workers
(Englewood Cll£fs, 1947), p. 3.
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article that indicates the reaction of the parent to cOUDseling. Th4t
article i8 concerned with pre-enrollment counseling at the college leTel,
but in general seems apropos to the problem of this study.
statement is made:

One s1gnU'icant

"Most of U8 agree that successful school e:xpel'ience is

the result of the combined horae, school, and student effort am yet in
practically ewry college cOUDseling pl'ogl'am very little, it anything, is
done to include the parent. o25
The arUcle referred to above concludes that the lack of coJDMUllication

is due to the non-existence ot readil.y ellployable _thad.

The1'e is a

suggestion that a direct communication vith:the parents.., be considered
as a violation of the confidence existent between cOUDselor and student or
that the parents have no great desi1'e

t01'

such a contact. In the study

167 parents "'1'e contacted regarding pre-snrollMnt counseling.
questions were asked.

SeTeD

The first vas concerned with the method by which the

parents obtained knowledge and intormation conce1'ning the counseling
conterence.

One hundred fourteen answe1'ed that knowledge and information

were based on 1'eading and di8cussing the sWllll81'y that was sent.
In response to another question, 10.3 parents felt that a aepazrate
letter should be sent containing a summary of the cOUDseling conterence.
Only fUty parents indicated a desire to partiCipate in the conte1'ence.

In

answering another question, 12.3 telt that counseling supplied useful info1'mation.

Only thirt,-t1ve felt that sound decisions and conclusions were the

25L. P. Blull et al, "Parents Reaction to College COUDseling Reports"
'!'he fe1'sonnel and Ouidance Journal, IXUV, No •

.3 (Noftmber, 1955), 150.
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result.

In responding to still another question, 1(;.3 thought that the

conference was very useful.
The specific conclusions of the above study are that parents read

and discuss sU!llIlJI11'ies of counseling information which are sent and that
parents would like MOre information and would welcome opportunities to
confer with the counselor personal~.26
Cooperative action by a clinic team otten helps to solve adjustment
problema.

A typical team might consist of an adjustment teacher or guidance

worker, a teacher-nurse, and a trained ps,ychologist.
activity of such a team in the city ot Chic"go..

Katz describes the

He points out that .,.ry

otten there is a difficulty for "the problem of involvement ot parents in
clinic team participation Must be carefully considered.
other partiCipants are well established!

the roles of the

that of the parent is not.

approach such a conference with trepidation and

anxie~....

Ma.ny

Tone and

climate, it appears, are all important in involving the parent as a working
118mbar

of the clinic team.- 27

There is evidence, as discovered in the literature, which supports the
contention that parent participation adds positively to the educational
picture.

"The parent 1s an important functionary in the pupU personnel

program of the elementary school.

Interviews between parents and teachers

very early in the child '8 school li.te _y set the stage for cordial

-

26zb1d ., 151.
27Philip H. Katz et al, "SolYing PupU Problelll8 at the Local Level"
Ch:i.cago Schools Journal, XXIX, No. 7 (AprU, 1959), 337.
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cooperating between

~~e

home and the school and

~

obviate later misunder-

stand1ngS.H28 Although this quotation makes specitic reference to the
elementary school, there seems to be no reason why it would not be applicable to the secondary level.
Much in agreement with the above is the statement of another writer
in the field o! guidance.

Parents f knowledge of RlOdern education and of the aiu
of guidance, theil' knowledge of the pupil's intel'est in
school work and their contact with member s of the school awt
8OC1al.ly and recreational17 pave the way for eftective
cooperation between puent and guidance workers. From the
guidance point ot view, hovever, those things can be looked
upon as preparatory steps, important all they are. ParentI
should be convinced through their own contact with and
participation in the guidance work that the guidance program
i8 worth while ..s an essential part of the education they
want their children to have. As guidance workers have
achieved this aim, parents wUl want to cooperate that the
prograa may become IDOre effeetive. 29
The author cIted above continues qy saying that a four
tation is necessary to a88Ul'e success.

~

interpre-

The school, the pupil, the parent,

and the cODlDJUIlity are all intimately botmd together in the educational

enterprise.

Cooperation, not dOmination, is the key to success.

Where a

contlict exists between the home and guidance, the first step is to get the
understanding and confidence ot parents.

Once rapport bas been established,

1t is important to furnish information giVing the nature of modern education,
the aiDle ot education, and an explanation of the goals of democracy inasmuch

28rrank G. Davis, ed., P¥pil Personnel Servi:9.! (Scranton, 1948), p. 490.
29Leslie L. Chisholm, Guid!Pc Youth in the Secondary School (lew York,

194$), p • .307.

n.
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as these have a bearing upon the guidance of youngsters • .30
It cannot be taken tor granted that the parent and the school will

"Selling" is an apropos term for the activity of

always work together.
~~e

school in this regard.

"Cooperation cannot be taken for granted nor

ca,.,., adequate understandi.·lg
. the first step.lt)l
The psychological literature, definitely or remotely touching upon

the problem of this study, is worthy of a glance.

Recent and more remote

studies show that personality is largely the result of the interaction of
parent and child.32

The influence of the family conditions the attitude

ot the child toward institutions of a social. nature such as the Church.. the
school, the playground, and the community.

It is important to note that

the history of education indioates that t.he psychological aspects were
given due consideration only in a relatively recent period in the general
educational pioture.

The late nineteenth century saw the introduction of

studies treating of the student as an organism of a ps,ychological nature.
A.s time progressed, the psyohological elements dealing with the education
of the child became a part of the total educational pl'ogra.'I1.

From the found-

ing of the first psychological laboratory by" Wundt in 1879 and the writings

or

Hall in his The Contents of Children's Minds ¥P2n Entering

Seh~l

-

30zbid., 299-313.

31Xathertne w. ~esden, "Selling the Parent," School Executive,
LXI (April, 1942) .. p. 32 •
.32iobert J. Havinghurst and Hilda raba, Adolescent Character and
Personalitz (New York, 1949) .. p. 41.

grew
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the child study movement.

Then came the stross on individual differences

through the work of such men as Cattell.

Finally, the contributions of

outstanding thinkers such as Thorndike, Judd, Lewin, and others added to

the psychological portrait and gave it coloring, dimension, and depth.
Grant has produced an excellent pamphlet which has for its purpose
the indications of how the home and the school can best work together in

their common project--good adjustment and well-educated children.

This

booklet 81so is strong in its emphasis upon the place of tho parent in
the education of the child. 33

fractically all aspects of t.'lJ.e relatiOl18hip between the parent and
school are discussed in a previously mentioned publication

or

a department

of the National Educational Association. 34 An unusually thorough treatment
is developed in this yearbook which deals very intensively with the problem
of the participation of the parent in school matters.
Remmlein, a noted authority on school law, discusses the question
of parent participation from the viewpoint of the lawyer.

She sets aside

educational values, community esprit de corps, and public relations, and
looks at the law which exists and cannot be ignored.

Rellllnlein informa

the reader that the right of the parent to file compJ.a.int against a

teacher with the Board of Education is not always cleu.

She states!

o.-er half of these laws (state) are silent as to who may

33.Eva

N. Orant, Parents and Teachers as Partners (Chicago, 19,2).

341'he Thirty-Sixth Yearbook, .Parents
and the Schools
.. •
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prefer charges; in maqy jurisdictions judicial interpretation would be required to determine whether parents could
file charges. The other r.alf of these laws are about
equally divided between those stating that only the superintendent or a school otficer may present complaints to the
board and those stating that charges may be filed by persons.
Only one case is known t.o have hinged upon the right of a
group of parents t.o fUe charges ••••
However, even when the right of the parents to prefer
charges seems clear, the board of education has the right
to dismiss the complaint it it considers the charges
trivial or immaterial. 35
Remmlein goes on to say that parents have recourse to the courts in
8ZJ'Y case where a constitutional right of the child has been violated.

Just

what is a denial of a oonstitutional right1B a question tor the courts to
consider.
Bemmlein concludes her article by ellPhas1.zing that she is in no way
attempting to discourage the participation by parents in school matters.
She merely states that legal limitations upon parent partiCipation do exist.
The writer of this study has aade every attempt to discovel' legal

cases which might pel'tain to the pl'oblem of this study.
could be found.

Not a single case

It appears that. whatever might be said by a counselor to

a counselee (other than a violation of some constitutional right) would
pl'obably fall into the categol'Y ot udiacu8s1on" Ol' tladvice u and as suoh
not be subjeot to legal l'emeqy.
In regard to the proble. of this study, the literature suggests the

3'Kadaline .Renualein, "A Lawyer Looks at l'arent fartioipation, Ii
Parents and the Schools, pp. 37.44.
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idea and possibility ot "multiple eounselingfl mentioned by Wright in 19.59.36
Goc-d indicates

that this term is at times incorrectly used as a synonym tor

group guidance. 37

two

01'

According to him it is "counseling simultaneously with

more cl:i.ents who have at least one symptom or problem in common. II )8

Henc., it is synonymous with the often disputed term of group counseli!lS.
Wright indicates that the concept ot a one-to-one relationship has
been challenged recently.

Involvement of another person

called by him "wl tiple counseling. n
by hoeh11ch.

persons is

The term is not his, but was originated

Such counseling is really a group situation with the

distinction that each counselee makes
situation.

01'

indi~dua1

decisions within a group

wright enumel'ates the l'equirement for such counseling as given

by Froehlich:

1. All members of the group have a common problem.

2. All of the members identify with this common element
which has real meaning for them.
). The counselor functions as the leader of tne group
but does 80 from within the group.

4.

A permissive atmosphere favors free expl'ession •

.5. Interaction and mutual. help among members is
essent1al. Members have the opportunity to
eyaluate pressures created by the group 8ituation.

It 8eems that the presence of the parent in the oounseling interview
,. process is not contrary to the aboft requirements.

The presence of the

.36.E. WQyne Wright, ".Multiple Couneelin~. Why? When? Hm-1?"
:Personnel and Guidance Journal, lXXVII, No. 8 (AprU, 1959), 551.
37Carter V. Gooo, p. 1.38.

-

38Ib1d.
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parent could de'V'elop in an individual a definition of "social reality"

('(.-,fright).

The latter points out tha.t "interaction operates to produce

shared standards of judg!l1ent, opi."lions, and ways of behaving."

In the

opinion of the r:resent writer this is a valid justifieat:t("'>n fer the parent
in the counseling interview or process, simpl,. because such presence aids
in the iclentifleation, B.cceptence, and solut.ion of the problem or problems.
In summary, this chapter has been offered in order to recapitulate
the principal findinr;s in the literature which Might cast some light upon
the pl'oblem 01: this Dtudy.
the parent in

t.~e

Much hes been wr:ttten concerning the role of

entire education.'tl procedu!e j much has been produced

sholung t.he valuo of parental participation in general.

However, the

author has benn able to discover little bearing directly upon the problem
herein being undertaken.

A great deal may be inferred and interpreted

although not

stated in the literature.

speeifieal~

The miter suggests that much research would be possible in regard
to the role of the parent with the student in the counseling
One

a~proae~

i~terview.

would be from the viewpoint of physical partiCipation with

the counselor and the student at the

~

sesoion or sessions.

Thus a

relationship involving three persons would exist at the time of the
interview.

A~other

of the parent in

a~

approach would be from the viewpoint of the involvement

phase of the oounseling process, whether it be before,

dUl'ing, or after the actual interview with the student. If this studT does
no more than suggest further avenues of investigation in regard to the

problem of the parent in

~e

counseling interview, it will have been worth

33
~le

effort involved.
The foll;)wing chapter will be a presentation of the results of the

questiomlaire sent to the university and college persormel.

CHAPmR III
'llmORl AS EI}OrlITlED ANI' PRACTICft; AS

:st rE.f'..50NlrEL IIJ 'lHE

:-nGHF~R

EE.~_IEVE.D

OFEu.'t/.ATIVE

IHSTITUTIOIfS OF

As has been preTiously explained, questiomaires were prepared and

torwarded to p8rsomel in the universities and colleges.

These individuals

were requested to react to certain problems grouped under specific areas •

.

Their answers .ere to indicate the degree of participation on the part 01'
the parent in the counseling interview with the student J the questions

.ere so arranged that each ottered a gradient seale which had the puzpos.
01' indicating the degree of activi t7 •

The first purpose o! this chapter is to summarize the reactions of
the respondents in the higher inst1 tut10ns of learning in regard to the

th8017 of the role ot the parent in the counseling interview with the
student.

It 1s f'elt that these eduoators in the universities and colleges

should be extremely weU qualif'ied to re.pond since moat of' them are
directing practiCUIU in their schools or are very familiar with them.

It

18 tairly obvious that convictions and belief's are expressed in teaching,
and therefore that the opini01l8 held by- these educators are in all proba..
bill V those expounded by them in their instructional activity.

The

individuals to be influenced by the teaching of the university and college

personnel are those who, in part, will become the future counseling

1ncumber.lts in the seconduy- schools.

The r88pon.es of the educators in

the b1ghv 1naUtutions are iIIportant because they- should renect the
theory' held b.r them. In all probability the

anew8l'S

mirror the tenets

taught to students pursuing guidance and counaeling studies.

An analysis

of th801'T as held by the ind1:ri.duals responding is possible from a studT
of the respellS.. III8de bT the. to the "should ben phase of the questiollnll1re.
The second purpose of this chapter is to recapitulate the feelings
of p8l'sonnel in the higher inatitutiona in regard to the question of

what 18 ac\ual.ly happening in reterence to the role of the parent with
the student in the counseling interview.

Plfactice, as believed operative

by the educators, vas obtained hora a studT of the

"is"

phase of the

questionnaire.
Specific intormation lfegarding the states represented, the numbelf
of quut1ozma1res sent, and a talnllat10n of returns is given in Table I.
The percentage of questionnaires returned is 58.8.
ParUcular attention is inv.l.ted to the fact that Kentuoky is not

listed in the Borth Central Association Quarter!l giving accredited
institutions of higher education as of July, 1959.

Questionnaires vere

sent to schools 1n this state since it waa included in the 1260 Directorl
of the Rational Association of Guidance Supemaars and Counselor Trainers.

It will be lfe_ra'bered that the writeI' placed certain problema under
general areas.

These

aJ'ea8

are.

1. Iaotional, social, and personality proble.
2. lducaUonal and acad.llic problems
3. Vocational probl. .
4. Health proble_
5. Financial proble_

In an attellPt to sUIIIIW'ize the findings as discovered from an analysis
of the questionnaire., it is deemed better to puent the results of each

area separately.
TABLI I
IORm CEBTRAL AREA STATES TO WHOM tnIIVmSM .AND CQ.LLli.XiE QUESTIOllNA.IRES
WIRE SENT WITH A TABULATION (6 THE Ri1't1RNS Br sums

State
nl1Do18
rftM4

Aft.

ova
Atansa.

Questionnaire. ..nt

Questionnaires returned

6

1.3
()

:

2
I

ntuclcy

~

2
~.
~

ftniaan
i ftl'lAsota

Hi.soui
Nebraska
_~. .

«

2

1!@1.CO

llort!\ Dakota
.Ohio

1,

)

1lIl'1.ahftU

South Dakota

1

~

J~'st

VirD'i.ft'i..R
Wisconsin
Wyolll1ng
Total

c

1

80
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This area of difficulties is the first one appearing on the questionnaire.

A frequency tabulation of the responses given by the university

and college personnel is presented in Table II.
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TABLE II
lREQUDOY TABULATION f1I ANSWERS GIVEN BY mE UNIVERSITI AND CCLLEGE
RESPONDENTS TO EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL, AND PERSONALITf PROBLEMS

,oj

Very
Seldom

17

7

11

2

10

1.3

U

()

9
14_

7
15

3
1

2

Very
Otten

.early"
Allrqa

Problem
,

Par tic 1pation

PupU.teacher
conflicts

"Should be ft

h

-Ia-

1

Group UJIlberahip
needs

ItShould belt
"la"

7

15

Moral
difticulties

-Should be"

20

PupU-parent
conflicts
A.tta1nraent of

status
Attectional
needs

0

4

1,

Almost
leTer

U

,12

1~

1
9_

2
4

"Should belt
"Is-

18
3

11
5

'-

6

14

12

1
T

"Should be"

th

16

2

6

9

()

lij

3

.3

24

9

2
' 15

.3
11

"Is-

"Is"
·Should be"
"Ia"

2

6

5

3
5

The tabulation above reveal a a strong theory reaction for moral

difficulties and affectional needs as indicated by the frequency under the
"lfe81"ly Al.wqa" column.

Practice lags behind.

PupU-parent conflicts in theory is also high in the nwaber of
responses placed under the "Iearly Always" heading.

Practice i8 very low.

The frequency figure in the column ·Very Seldom" in regard to attainment ot status 18 high in practice, but tairly low in theory.
Group mellbership needs under "Very ottentl in theory is balanced by
the figure under "Very Seldom" for practice.
PupU-teacher conflicts indicate that in theory the parent ia involved
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·Very Often-, to a fairly high degree, while in practioe the grea'Hst
f':requency is found under

"50%".

In add1Uon to the t:requenc1' table presented above, it is felt that

a better unde:rsta.nd1ng of the results lllight be possible th:rough a study of
the _dia.ns, consenaua, and d1.ffe:rences found for both theory and practice.
However, before these are given in table fo:rm, a short explanaidon of each
item i8 in order.
The trequeJlC7 table was used to compute the mediana tor each problem.
In determining the.. the number of responses to eaoh item is utilized and

not necessarily the number of individuals retUJ"ning the questionnaire.
lot all of the p:roblelU were answered by all the respondenta.

In computing

the lI8diana, a value of 1 was given to "Almost Never", 2 to "Very Seldom",

.3 to

",0%-

J

4

to "Very OftenP , and

considered as midpoints.

5 to "Iearly Always". The nabers are

The real limits are considered to extend .S in

each direction from the midpOints.
In order that the medians obtained nd.ght be MOre _aningtul than
tho •• expressed in number., a difterent pre.entation based on the _diana
was attempted.

This indicate. in words the midpoint closer to the median.

'file consensus of the re.pondents 1s taken to be that midpoint which i.

close:r to the median obtained.

This consensus was determined for each

problem both for theory and practice. It is felt that this presentation
1a IIOre meaningful in a discussion of the results of this study.

Statisti-

cal aecv.raoy, in the true sense of the word, is not claimed for the
conseuUl!ll indicated, but the results are indicative of the feeling. of
the respondents.
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With the idea in mind. of arriving at aome comparison of the reaction
of the respondents at the univeraitJ and college level regarding theory
88

held and practice as believed operati.,.. by" these indi"fiduals, diller-

encea were found between the mediana obtained for theory and for practice
for each problem.
icances

These difference. do not have Mr¥ statistical signif-

they are merely indices of the approach of practice to theory.

A small ditference indicates that theory and practice are about in accord,
while a large difference indicates a greater disorepancy between the two.
In the IUterial which follows, probletU are listed with fust ranking
being given to that difficulty in which there 18 the least ditferenee
between the _dian obtained for theory ("Should be lf > and the median obtained for practice ("Is").
-differenoes obtained.

other problems are given in the order of the

It oannot be eDSphasized too strongly that rank is

only an indication of the ditferenee between theory and praetke for eaoh
problem.

It does not indicate that certain problema are of greater impor-

tance t.han othersJ rank ia determined by the amount of discrepancy between
what is held and what i8 observed.
Table III below is a presentation of mediana, consensus J and differences found for each problem tor theory and practice.

As seen 1n Table III, it appears that pupil-teacher conflict. as a
problem ranka as an il'Iportant one to the un!versitJ and. college personnel.
It seems to be the feeling that this is a problem in whioh the parent
should be directly involved in the counseling inte1'Tiew with the student
and is one in this category of difficulti.s in which the parent is

definitely a factor.
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T.lBLE III
HlDIJJ8, CONSENSUS, AND DIrFER1£l«:ES BETWDN !HEORY AID PRACTICE
('jf RESPONSES OF UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL IN THE .AREA PERTAINING
TO EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL, AND PERSOIALI1'I PROBLliHS

Specific probl••

COlUleD8US

Ditterenee

.7

ten
needs

•

otten

1•

•

'!he results indicated tor group IJle8lbership needs see. to show that the
respondents to the university and college questionnaire teel in general
that inadequacies

present.

ot students might best

be coped with when the parent is

Group lI81Ilbership needs are .,..ry close

to personal needs

or

students in regard to adjustment to life situations and could require a
parent in the interview in order to contribute to the 'better solution ot
the problem at hand.

It i. to be noted that IIlOral difficulties as a pl'oblu is
importance to the eduoators.

or

great

However, it 1& an area which, according to

JJIal'O" individuals, is one in whioh the school should proceed with caution.
This is an area which involves lIUch !lOre than adherence to the mores of

the times.

Mora.l problenss are, in general, closer to the purview ot the

parent a.nd the church than to the school.

Hence, the indicated partici-

pation seel!8 to be oonsiderably behind that which the educators would like

to see in theory.
The answer. given to the problem of pupil-parent conflicts would

indioate to the observer that respondents

~obably

consider this proble.

as one leading to maqy others and that it can actually be better solved
with the parent pre.ent in the oounseling proc••••
Attainment ot status is rather general as a probleM and is pos.ibly

more the result

or

individual striving than of the efforts of the parent

and the pupil combined.

Since the justification, in general, of education

could be summarized in this aim, there is little wonder that it stands so
high in priority in the minds ot the university and oollege personnel.

It

appears that the parent III1ght be lI01'e concerned in a problelll ot a slightly
11Ol'e

specifio natUl'e.
The theory median tor atteotional needs sett!'llS to be indioative ot the

realization by the university and oollege respondents ot the inaportanoe ot
the psychological aspects ot child development 1."l the total education of
the individual.

However" the fultillment ot this need is certainly More

within the province ot the bo_ and the parent than

or

the school.

factor might account tor the ditterence between theory and practice.

This
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In the above summarization the responses of the university and college
personnel indieate the theory that they adTocate and the practice that the;y
believe operative in the schools in regard to the role of the parent in the
counseling interview with the student.
!!ucational and Academic Problems
This problem area includes difficulties educational in nature and

those pertaining to academic aspects.

A frequency tabulation of the

responses of the university and college respondents is offered in Table IV.
TABLE IV

:

fREQUENCY TABtJLATION CN ANSWERS OIVEN Sf THE UNIVKRSlfi .AND COLLEGE
RESFOIDEITS ro lIIDUC.lTIONAL AND .ACADEKIC PROBIEMS

Near17
hoblent

Choice of
curriculum

Part1eipation

.llwqa

"Should be"

16

"Is·

1

Very
Seldoll

Almost
Nevel'

Ver1'
otten

5ct.'

10
11

17

9

.~.

0
12

1

1

4

2

2

2

7

4

4

"Should be tt
"Is"

)0
9

8
13

Lack ot aptitude
and/or motivation

"Should be"
tflsD

14

15

2

6

13

11-

Uncieruhievell8l'lt

It Should be"
"Is"

20

16
11

2
13

0

2

11

Ii

"Should be"

11
0

17
2

4
11

2
Tt;

6
12

·Should be"

16
1

13
h

4
1.0

-lJ

h

3
12

"Should be"
" Is"

28

9
9

2

10

1
3

Mental retardation

Pupil orientation
to school
Overachievement

"Is"
"Ia"

School leaving

1

3

8

0

It;

3
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It is interesting \0 note that mental retardation and sohool leaving
ahow a very high figure under

".81'11"

Alwqs1t for theory.

Practice under

this oolumn is very low relatively.

Pupil orientation to school and overachievement received a fairly
luge number ot responses under the ca.tegory "AL'IlOst Never" for practiCE'.
In regard to tl:lese two problems for theory th.t!l tendency is towud the
other end of the gradient scale.
Lack of aptitude end/or motintion seems to have a rather unusual.l.y
high figure under the category "Very Seldom"

£01'

practice.

Underachievement tor practice shows a Tery definite trend toward the

ft50%"

category with the greatest figure being in this gradient column.
Choice of curriculum indicates a tendency toward the upper end

ot

the scale for theory and t.oward the lower em £01' practice.

As was done with the first area of problems, _diana, consensus, and
dif.ferenoes ..ere determined for this uea ot d1.tfioulties, -educational
and academic problems.

The theory medians are oomputed from the responses

made to the -Should be" ,Phase of the proble. while the actual practioe

medians are determined trom the answers to the
questionnaire.
8a1le

~1e

-Is"

section ot the

consensus and the differences are &1'riftd at in the

manner as tor the first area ot problems. A swrwariza.tion of the

results is giftn in Table V, page

44.

fable V reveals that choice of curriculum shows the least difterence
between theory and ,Pl"actice.

This maT be 8oll!8What surprising.

It is true

that univel'sit,y and college personnel probably are more "speeialist-

minded necesauily because of the natve of their work.

However, the

indicated participation i8 tar better than might be expected.

MEDIANS, CONSENSUS, AND DIFFE'RElCES BETWEEN moRY .tHD PRACTICE
or RESPONSES OF UlIVERSIft" PERSONNEL IN mE .ARIA PERTAINING
TO EDUCA'l'IOIAL AND ACAD&MIC PROBJ:EHS

Specific problem

ConseJl8U8

Uterenee

•

01' mo~iTation

otten

•

It 18 easy to UZlderstand that JIlental retardation is a s.rious concern
of educators.

Table V reveal. that this probleM bas a high median.

That
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the parent is brought into the interview with the frequency indicated is

not a surprise since any and all agenCies which will help the "slow"
learner should be sought out and utilized.
'the next problem, that of lack of aptitude and/or IIIOtintion, might

suggest tbat the university and college personnel consider the home as one
of the primary agencies that nsight aUeviate this problem and aid in its
solution.

The tact, as seen in Table V, that there is le88 actual partici-

pation in the interview rdght be explained by the tact that the parent is
but one of the possibilities available in working toward a solution of
this problem.

Underachievement is recognized by all educators as a proble.. of
uemendoue importance.

Hence, the theory median ginn in Table' is

not st81't!ing. ParUcipation by the parent is not at the 1..,.1 expected.
Could it be that parent8 teel that 8cholastic succeS8 primarily is the
"job" at the scbool'
Pupil orientation to school is Dot too serious a problem tnvolTing
the parent per se.

Hence, the low practice tigure i8 not too 8tarUing.

Even the educator8 do not place too high a 8tre88 in theory upon this item.
That ov-eraohievement sbould be far down the list in practice is not

startling, since this is a ·problem" of success rather than one ot failure.
fhat educa.tors teel that a parent is needed in "proble. R in this area
1I1ght indicate a desire to keep the achieving 8tudent at the level attained.
School leaving ranks next (atter Mntal retardation) as a proble.,
which in the mind8 ot the univerSity and coUege per80nnel should directly
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involve the parent. Parental partic1pa.tion is very low.

This Blight be

explained by the tact that departU1'e trom school i8 otten at the request

or the parent.
The aboTe discussion IItUJIIIIlarizes the results receiTed in regard to

the second area of proble., those of an ed:u.eational and acadeIllic nature.
The next category of difficulties 18 the present concern.
Vocational Problems
Table VI, page

47, pre.ents a frequency tabulation of the respollSes

of' 1ihe uni....rsity and coUege personnel in

r~gard

to problems of' a

vocational natU1'e.
Futhv schooliDg, under the "Nearly

AlWay'll"

column, shows a luge

concentration for theory, while the practice figure has a tendency to be

at or

Deal'

the ·SO%" designation.

Job hun'Ung in practice shows a tendency in practice toward the
lower end of the gradient scale.

Theory shows a larger figure at "SO%"

and above.

Preparation for, entrance upon, and advance.nt on job in practice
is weighted toward the lover end of the scale, where.. theory is, in

general, 1l101'e or les. scattered.
Attention is invited to the rather large figure for practice under
the "Very Seldom" category for the probleM of capacity and !nterest for

vocation and occupatiollal-scholast1c information. Theory under this
category tor these problems is relatively low.
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TABLE VI
FREQUENCY TABULATION OF ANSWiRS OIVEN BY THE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE
RESPONDEN15 TO VOOATIONAL PROBLBMS

Participation

Always

Very
otten

"Shou.ld be"

Nearly
Problem
Selection o£
vocation

SO%

Very
Seldom

Almost
lever

4

12

11

"Is·

1

ts

7
::J5

6
10

.t>

Preparat10n tor,
entrance upon, and
advancement on .1ob

"Should be"

9

.9
2

8
13

9
15

9

Job hunting

"Should be"
"Is"

0

13
4

15

0

II 1811

8

,

~l

8
11

4
4

10

ImplO7Jl8nt
oPpOrtunities

"Should be"
Is"

9

13

10

4

It

0

4

14

12

10

Further
school.intl

·Should be"
"II"

21
1

13
13

4

1

13

9

1
4

Capaoity and interest tor vooation

"Should
"Is1l

11

lS

0

J

8
15_

17

5

Occupational-schol.
astic information

"Should be"
"Is"

11
0

11
2

9
12

17

6

3

H:1litary sernos

"Should be"
"I.8·

13

lS

2

6

6
13

,3

1

14

6

ben

4

4

2

9

Emplo.yment opportunities shows • rather surprising tigure tor practice
under the "AlllOst Newr" c...gory.. The "Very Seldom" tigure is alao rather
large for this problem in practice.
Seleotion ot vooation and military .emce show a rather det1n1 te
clustering at and about the

"S~"

point tor practice.

Using the frequ&ncy tabulation, medians, consensu8, and difference.
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were cODlPuted as ..-ith the other problem areas and using the saa. procedure

as previously described. Table VII on page

49 1ndioatG8 the results

obtained.
Referring to Table VII, it oan be seen that selection of a vocation
ranks fairly high with the university and college educators as a problem
in which the pal'ent involvement in the counseling interview is of

impol'tance.

The practice median would indicate that the "success" aspect

of each child is a fairly vi tal concern of the p4l'4!mt.
Preparation fOJ!, entrance upon, and advanc. .nt on the job, although

not ranked in Table VII as a problem in which the parent 18 most needed
in the interview, still i8 a....rag. in the eyes of the educators in regard

to theory.

The practice median could be indicative of a general lack of

concern of the parent fOJ! the success of the ohild.

Job hunting and employment oppoJ!tunitles, the next two pl'oblU18 in
eJ!der of rank, ue given some stress by the educators as iDlportant for
conf'erence involvement by the parent.

!be two problems are apparently

considered by the pal'ents as being about equal in importanc••

Further schooling is indicated as a problem in which, in the minds
of the respondents, the parent is particularly important.

The parents

them.«3elves show a higher participation figure than tor other preble.. in
this area.

This participation could be due to the fact that education is

considered by the American people as a part of their heritage.
The respondents place more emphasis upcn capacity and interest for
~ation

than they do on occupational-scholastic information as a problem

TABLE VII
MEDIAN'S, COnSENSUS, AND DIFFmEl''lCES BE'I'WEEN 'lhEORY .MID PRACTICE
OF RESfOt5ES (F UNIVERSITY l'ERSONNEL IN TIlE AREA PERTAINING
TO VOCATIONAL PROBLEMS

=--=--===============-=---~==~======~====
Median

Specific problem

Consensus

ift.renee

Selection ot vocation

-

~

it Should beD
ff

:t. It

Pl'epa:ration tor, entrance upon,
and advancement on j~b, _

- - "ShOUld be"

""'It":::--

---+-~n--~~r-----+-.......

------~------------------------+-~~~-+~~------~~-------

vocation

wtormation

for paremal participation. .Activity by the parents is
both problems.

~bout,

the same in

so
H1Utary aervice ia conaidered ta11'ly 1IIlportant in the Jlinda ot the
uniY8rs1'ty and college personnel.

The parents t laok of part1cipation

might be due to the tact that military serrice is inevitable and that
really not too IIllCh can be done about it.
The next area to be considered v111 be that pertaining to health

proble••
Health Problelll
n

The tourth vea ot proble. on the questionnaire sent to the uniYersity
aDd college personnel 18 concerned with probleu dealing with health.

bequency tabulation ot the reaults 18 pre.ented in Table

A

YIn.

TAILS VIII
I'REQUDCY TABtILlTION r:I ANSWERS GIVEN at THI UIIVERSITf AND C<LLiGI
RESPOlmIlTS 20 DAL1B PROBI.IMS

leuly

Problem
Chronic Ulnaaa
pq.1cal hand.1capa

Participation

AlVq8

"Should be"
"Ia"

32
10

"Should be"

29
7

"I."
Nutrition pl'ob1ema
Sanitat10n

Very
otten

SO%

S

Vel'7
Seldom

AlDIoat
Never

0

1

~

J

1

9

1
(1

0
5

1

~tS

S

1

18

"Should be"
"-1;a"

.n
5

6

"Should belt
"Ia"

26
4

:3

..

2

18

6

1
4

S

6

6

16

2
11

2
4

3

Chronio Ulna.a, the tust ot the proble. Uated, ahowa a '"l'Y large
tigure under the "learly AlJfqs" co1U111ll tor theory.

In tact only nine

,1
other tabulations ....re made in other than this category. Practice, in
general, tends to be toward the upper end of the gradient scale.
Huvition proble. alao shon a high theory l'eaction under the liNearly
Always" category. iTactice is tairly well concentrated about the

",0%"

column.
Physical handicaps shows a relatively large figure under the "Nearly
Always" colWlUl

tOl'

theory, while practice shows a sizable concentration

under the "Vel'Y otten" category.
Sanitation has a greater grouping t_ed the upper end ot the acale
tor theory, whUe practice tends to be towud the 101181' end.
Utilising the frequene.y distribution and using the same plan of
approach as was indicated tor the other problem eeaa, it is possible to
determine the
problelllS.

_diana,

consensus, and ditterences in this area ot health

Table II, on page

,2,

presents the results ot theae computations.

Beterrinl to Table II it can be seen that chronic illness haa the
highest JII8d1an as tar as theory is concerned.

The university and coUege

personnel may aa80ciate attendance at 8chool with this problem.

It i8 a

known tact that often absenteeism is actually unnecessary and not really

due to Ulnes.. The need for the parent in the counseling intenie. is
8ppal'ent froll the results obtained. With the parent present a determination
could be raade as to whether the proble. is one of actual illness. If
"Ulness" 18 not real the curvi'lI8Dt of ul1ngering might be considered.
Chronic UlnaS8 8eeu to be a real concern to the parent as indicated by
the practice

_dian.

Apparently, it 1. rather obvious that working with

S2
the counselor in regard to this problem is sound procedure from the viewpoint or the parent.
Physical handicaps are seen by" the educators as being a problem
vitally important to the parent in theory.

The practice _dian might

indicate that handicaps are acoepted by parents as facts more

read~

than is the plague of chronic Ulness.

TABLE IX
.MEDIANS, CONSENSUS, AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE
(6 RESPONSES ('6 UNIVliESITI PERSONNEL IN mE AREA. PERTAINING
TO HEALTH PROBLEMS

Specific probleM

Coneensus

Difterence

As might be expeoted, both nutrition and sanitation show about the
aame differential, aince these probl. . are "ry similar in nature.

It is

interesting to note the fair participation by parents in sanitation probleNB-so_thing not readily expected, ...-since the manner of living is one not

usually changed by individuals.

The above presentation concludes the treatment of problems dealing
with health.

Financial probleMS is the next uea for consideration.
'inancial Proble..

The category of financial problems has three nbproble.ms.

A. frequency

tabulation of the responses of the university and college personnel is
presented in Table I.

TABLE I
1REQ~Y

TABULATION (6 ANSliEBS GIVEN BI mE UlIVERSM .AlID COLLEGE
RES.PONDENTS TO FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

Problem

\ Participation

Put-time work

Lack of funds for
higher education

I

VerT
otten

5~

Very
Seldom

Al.nlost
lever

5

10

19

5

Q

7

1.5

It,

b_

"Should
be"
__:IsD

21

16

.3

9

1
lJL

2
11

1
4

ttShould be"

26

11
7

17

1

1
3

"Should be"

":1:,,"
Lack of .funds for
high school

Nearly
Always

"Is"

5

2

9

2

!he frequency tabulation in Table I indicates a fairly large grouping
of responses for part-time work under the colU111118 "harly Always" and "Very
Otten" for theory, while the concentration for practice is toward the lower
end of the gradient scale.

Lack of tunda for high school, as mdent in Table X, also indicates

a trend toward the upper end of the scale for theory and a concentration

S4
about the

-SQ%"

figure tor practice.

Lack ot funds tor higher education has a very high figure under the
-'euly' Alwqelt colUJllll tor theory.
around the

The grouping in this problem is alao

·SO%" column for practice.

Using the frequency tabulation above, medians, consensus, and
difference a are computed in the .... anner .. tor the other problem

81'....

The results ue p%e..nted in Table XI.
tABLE

n

MEDIANS, CONSENSUS, AND DIFFImEOOES BErau 'lHFORI AND PRACTICE
CI RESPONSES OF UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL: IN THE AREA PERTAINING

to

'~IAL

Speciflc problem

PROB:LEIti

ference

Consensua

ten

1.

Lack of fund. fin ~ ""hool

Laok of tu.nda to'l

hi~..r

education

hom the _dian obtained it appeal'S that the educator. do not consider
the qaeation

ot part-time work one in which the parent

times in the counseling inteniew.

is a

ItJlU8tIl

at all

The practice _dian shovs that the

parent 18 concerned with the problem, aince the _dian ind.icates that in
almost SO% of the case. the puent is involved in the interview with the

.tudent.

SS
Lack of tunde for both high school and higher education

100118 . .

an

irapol''tan't issue to the educators, i f 'the medians ob'tained are 8IlT kind of
an index.

1b.e practice il8diana also indicate rather active participation

b,y the parents.
The above concludes the discussion of problema of a financial nature.

In regard to all of the material presented for each of the tift problem
41'e.. , it must be eJDphasized that although the indicated returns

respondents are

.2!!!l.Y! .!

trOll

the

8ense objective, nevertheless the results se't

torth are matheuticall;y accurate.

As in all questionna.ires dealing with

opinion, objecUYity cannot be claimed tor 1lhe answers but only tor their
treatment.

However, the fact 'ihat the response. are cOlling

trOll

among

the best qualified persons in the country ehould lend considerable weight
\0 their validity.

Again, it cannot be pointed out too strongly that the

theory responses are actually largel)r subjective in nature and that even
the reported practice is in greClt part the opinion of the respondents.
All that can be claimed in this study is that certain trends may be noted.
The salient conclusion must be that extensive research activity in regard

to this problem can still be done.

Only the surface has been touched in

'this undertaking.
The .u.ter1al presented above atter the mathematical findings is
strictly subjective in nature and i8 offered by the writel' as a ,eossible
explanation of the results obtained.

To claim that these interpretations

det1n1taq are objective or that they adndt ot no other variation would
be untrue.
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Atter the area study in the questionnaire, certain questions were put
to the university and college personnel.

A diseusslon of these is in order.

Supplementa;r Questions
The questions asked of the respondents in this section

at the

questionnaire are definitely more productive of objective responses than
those in the first part of the instru.ment.

The greater part ot this

section is concerned with a statement ot facts.

The results are presented

as they were obtained from the respondents in answering the questionnaire.

That soma parts herein treated have only An ir..direct bearing upon the
problem of the stud1" is

re~-

adl'ldtted.

It is felt that t.'1& answers

deal directly with guidance and counseling activities

&~d

as such are

very revealing. Since the ,Problem of this study 18 a phase of counseling
work, the results are interesting even if all answers do not deal

di1'ect~

with t.he place of the parent in the counseling interview with the student •
.After the area study, the university and college respondallt.s were
asked:

Do you have a counseling practicum in operation?
Twenty-eight of the educators answered in the attil'mativel while
thirteen said that there vas no practicum existing.

This response is

interesting, because 1 t is an indication that eTen at this time the importance of guidance aId counseling ru::J not be fully appreciated even at the
university and college level. However I the operation of a practicum
invol"! a IIOnet&l'T expenditure and very definitely this could be a.
problem from a. fiscal viewpoint.

The factual finding is that this

$7
1lIIportant adjunct to successful tra1n1ng in guidance and cOUDseling hu
not been fully exploited as of this time.

It is certainly to be hoped

that all institutions of higher learning oftering cour88S and trA1n:l.ng in
this area vill baTe practicUJU in operation in the very near lutUl'e.

The

existence of practicwu in all institutions 118¥ incre..e the frequency with
which parents are brought into the cOUD8e1ing situation with the student.

The HOond queaUon asked of the personnel in the higher institutions

Pleue indicate the apPI'OJdJute l1'equency in which
the parent is brought into the counaeling situation
with the student in the operation 9t the practicum.
b

l'esponaea to th1s question are pl"eaented in Table III shown below.

1'ABLE III
PIBCIlTAGI fR PARTICIPAfIOI C'6 PARENTS IN
CotnfSl'£LING SI!UATIOI WITH T.Hi STODEIT
IN THE PRAC nOUN

m

Partioipation
1.

1

,

i

9(

7'
)(
L\.
~

,"

l,~ ~.

le
.0:
2

•

~

~

It
~

OJ

It i. to be noted that only twenty-e1ght l".sponaes are tabulated sinc.,
as has been indicated, thil"teen of' the universities and colleges do not

,8
have a pract1cwa in operation and hence for personnel in these institutions

the question i. _aningless.

Table XII rneala that the _dian of 10.,% is a 'V8r'T low one but it is

to be l'emembel'ed that

~

l'esult is based on only twenty....ight l'esponse.

and hence 18 indicative onl,y 1;0 a degl'ee.

It i8 important to note, howevel',

that tift l'espondents of the tvent;y-eight 1ndi.cate that the puent is
involved in the wol'k of the praoticwa with the student in about $0% of
the ...e..

fhat ••ven l'espondents indicate that the pa1'ent i. not inYol'ved

in about 90% of the cue. 111 d1800U1'aging as t81' u

utUization of the

puent in the counseling intern..., with the student 111 concel'ned.
ca.e in which the l'espondent indicates a 90% participation 18
note.

b

one

WOl'~ of

On the othel' hand, in almo.t th1'ee cases in the twnty-e1ght the

pa1'ent .eems to be actually

01'

alJao.t completeq ignol'ed.

Th. next que.tion asked of the personnel in the univel'siti.. and
colleg.. also pel'tains to work in the practicUlla
About vbat pel' cent of the pel'sonnel TOU ue training
fol' guidance get an oppol'tunity to tunction in the
pl'acticUlll ,!!th puente?
The l'esults obtained tl'om an analy.is ot
found on page

,9

ann81'S

to this question ue

in Table XIII.

It cannot

Referl'ing to Table XIII, it is ob't'1ous that the parents are being
brought into the c011l'1Mliag situation in the practicUil.

be

888UJ1l8d that the pal'ent is pl'esent with the student to the degl'e. i.nd1cated,
but the _1'. tact that the parent

i!

involved at all in the counseling is

l'evealed. ConceiT&bly, p81'ticipation by the pal'ent might be with the

,9
counselor alone, either before

01'

alter the interview with the student, or

vith the counselor and the student in the session itself. At

~

rate

definite invol....ment is indicated by the responses of the university and
college personnel. Signit'icantly, participation does not seem to be as
high as would be expected when the importance of the puent in the lite

er

the child is considered.
TABLI 1111

PERCENTAGE or PARTICIPATION BI GUIDANCE AID
COUlfSELINQ 'l'RAD1&BS II WlUC IN mE
PRACnCUM VITH PARENTS

Percentage

Institutions

,

lOOI

l

9C

I

5()~

EtC.

2

51

4

I

2

i

OJ

BO respoue

!bat fue. institutioD8 haft 1()()1; put1cipation by the parents seems,

to the writer, to b8 open to que.tion. It 1. 1'e1t that this figure 1II1gbt
indicate

1101'8

accurately" the reaction "To a Il'eat degJ'••••

appears to be impoaaible to achieft considering all fact01's.

100% actinty
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The next question wu asked with the purpose of d1acoftring information
about some of the activities of the practicUJll which might have some bearing
upon the problem of this studT.

the IIIOst pertinent responses, in the

opinion of the writer, w1l1 be gi..n.

The question iss

Please indicate any items of interest you feel are
unusual or different in the operation of your pract1cum
with emphasis on the 1nvolvement of the Ruent.
One respondent indicates that involveJllent of the parent is gOV8I'Ded bT
the type

or case

and is contingent upon the fact that the counselee l'equests

i1l. The latter part of this statement is most significant since it 18
accepted as a cardinal principle of counseling that a professional code of
ethics pl'eftUs in regard to the priftcy and intimacy of an interview in
the cOWlSeling procedure.

It can be categorically stated that no counaelor

baa the right to intl'oducs any person OJ' persona without the consent and

1f1l.l1ngness ot the counselee;;
Anoth8l' l'espondent states that he reels that the practicUlll in operation
at his iDatitu1lion is one of the tew, in his opinion, that iIrrol.... parents
in the practicWIl cour...

hom this statement it might be interred that

participation by the parent in most pract1cU!l!S is lIIOre

01'

less incidental,

the parent is not cODS:ide1'ed as intrinsically necess81"7 in the cOUDSeling
intel'V1w with the pupU.

81;Ul another respondent indicates that in his school, in the second

year, counselor, pl'act1cum student, and parent study a CUImllative record
or pupU progress.

Be 1nd.icate. that twenty-se..n parents have asked for

these .etings. Whethe1' parents are desired by" the students in the
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insti tution being discussed se• ., to be a matter o£ conjecture.

However,

the statement is made that the Daeeting is not compulsOl'Y.

One respondent thinks that involvement by the parent is an important

teature which should be expanded.

Participation is indicated as being a

new teatUl'e and hence exper1mntation in this area seems to be taking place.

The answer of another ind1Y1dual reveals how the local situation may

alter the case.

In the school concerned,

appal'ent~

most of the pupils are

nOD-residents in the town. aence, except for real problem cases, there
18 little opportunity" to secure the presence of the parent.

Again, another respondent points out the need tor suict adherence

protessional ethics.
at

~

to

He indicates that an interv1.h 1.8 held with the parent

clo.e ot counseling in order to summarize developments.

that the appronl of the cliet is obtained.

He stresses

The writer que.tiona the

adviaability' of haTing parents present only at the conclusion ot counseling
_Unties. Perhaps 1rrrolvement at an eutier time l1light prOft beneficial.
It 1s to be pointed out that the majority of the personnel responding
to the questionnaire did not ansver this question.

This could be due to

the tact that ·Unusual or different- is included in the question, or it
lIIIJI:T be due to the tact that,

88

has been shown, parental participation is

by no ..am a decidedly prevalent thing.

The responses received in answer to another question on the questionnaire are VV'T revealing.

'l'h.e question is:

What is your conception of the place of the parent
in the counseling intern"?

An examination of these statements trom respondents .eems highly
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imperative since the responses directly pertain to the problem of this
study.

It is emphasized again that these answers are ooming trom indi-

viduals intimately

MSOCia1ied

with guidance and counseling.

Hany of the

respondents are directing or working in pract1eum& in the universities.

The responses, which in the opinion of the writer, have the greatest

bearing upon the problem are presented.
One respondent gives

Q.

response which seems ectucationally sound.

He

.tates that puents are available on call, when pupil and cOUl'lSelor ooncur.
He also indicates the necessity of maintaining a "carei'ul" balance in

regard to dependency needs, parental responSibility, and growth ot the
pupil toward selt-sufficiency.

'-his opinion, to the writer, stands as

one of considerable value.
Another person indicates that parents should be involved when

student or both teel it is appropriate. The latter part
this amnter is accepted
the writer without question,
the question
counselor

of

01'

but

by

8rises 88 to the existence of a professional approach it only the counselor
sees the need tor parental

partic~tion.

Use ot the parent as a consultant but on±l with the knowledge and

.

consent ot the oounselee is advocated by a respondent •
One person reels that he d.s not see the puent as a pal'tlcipant in
the oounseling interview.

He !Il$ntions the fact that it the parent needs

counseling it should be handled by another agenoy.

It appears that the

.in point of the question haa been missed by this individual for the

concern here is for the pupil and parent in the handling of the pupil fa
dif'ticulty ..
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A very significant point i8 made by another respondent.

He main-

tam, and righttully so, that parents are not by any means to be involved
in makIng decisions for their children, nor are they, the parents, to be

pressured into accepting the appraisal of the school regarding a child.

An individual gives as her definition of counseling a situation
between two people.

Since this is her ba9ie assumption, there can be,

according to her, Iittl. place for the parent in the counseling i.'lterview
with the student.

.e.

She stresses the point of having the student himself
I

alternatives and solutions to probleilis.
Another iOO1vidual state8 in regard to the place of the parent in

the counseling interview, that in the lnitW stage the lat tel' h.u no
part, is always included in the follow-up, and at aU times is interviewed
1nd1"11duall,y before being plaoed in a group or conference situation.

The

witer questions the use of "always" in the follow-up, sinee such action
J!I1ght not be acoording to the wish.. of the counselee.
One educator recognises the importance of the parent but does not

condone the pr••ence of the student

am

the coonselol' st the same t1l'l1e.

He adYooates a separate approach with each.
The l'eaponse of still another indiTidual again
of consent of the cOlU'lselee.

emphas~.zes

He also distinguishes somewhat

the point

tv' stating

that at the college level parental involvement should be with the consent

of the counselee -in all instances" except in cases where the student has
lost his ability to cope with his env:J..roruent.

Whether 't,.1-te same attitude

exists on the part of the respondent in regard to the area below college
counseling is not stated.
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Another respondent states tha.t the parent should be brought in when

it 18 determined that he may help in the solution ot the prob18llt. This
attitude, to the Vl'iter, seems to be consistent with the use of additional
medical personnel where the oeeasion demands it.
One respondent indicates that in the

cp~ld-guidane~

clinic the presence

o! the parent is mandatory for t."te interviewing and stllt'ting ot the case.

Once the case is opened, the parent is kept in contact as the need develops.
It appears to the witer that nt.."lndatory preaencernight de.,t1"oy' the validity
and worth of tr·....e cou..'"lSeling, but sinee the term "child guidance clinic"
18 mentioned it may be assumed that parents
of theu own volition.

~ing

thai!' ehildren pril'ft81'ily

That cases thus L"litiated are the best example. ot

sehool cOUll8eling at work is questionable.

Hence, it appears that the

statement of this respondent is not too significant in regard to the
whole area of eounseling but is more apropos to clinical work.
A respondent considers the level rather than the problem sa the
determining factor.

He claims that the pa:rent is important in the coun-

seling relationship with the counselor and student at all t1Jllu in t.bB

elementary school, sometimes at the high school lenl, and at times at
the college

level~

espeoially for erootional problems.

It appears to the

writer that the ease and not necessarily the age bracket involWtd should
be the determining point of parental participation as well as the allimportant faetor of consent by the client.
A percentage figure is given by one edueator.

He holds that parent

puticipat10n would be desirable 1n about 25% of the eaSM.
is not too high.

This figure

6,
Another answer indicates that the demands of the situation and the
request of the counselee are the determining faotors for parental participation.

A respondent distinguishes as to the propel' problem when parents
ahOl-ild be present.

He

claim~

that in personal adjustment difficulties

parents have no place along with counselees.

However. in problems ot

vocational choice, parents may be present but should maintain largely a

listening role.
Another response is given which ls very similar to the above.
individual also limits the participation by the parent.

rus

'l'he statement 18

made that in dealing with voca.tional and educational problems the parents
should be in the interview or counseling process.
Still another respondent makes a d1sttnotlon between what he considers
"situation" problems or those that ere part of the environment. as money,
eJllployment, and education; adjustment dU"f1culties such u school, soeiety•
• ell', peers, and the like.

In the first group, according to the respondent,

parental cooperation is imperatift and parents should be thOl"oughly inTolYed.
In the second

~oup,

he feels that parental partioipation Ddght actually

inhibit the development of the independence of the student.

One educator

eonsider~

parental participation nessential" tor

problems of mental ret.ardation, school leaving, physical handicaps,
chronic illness, and nutrition problems.
An

taotors.

individual indicates age and the problem as the determining
The younger the child the more the parent is needed.

The parent

'I
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is most important, according to this person, 1n tte:mi.ronmental ft difficulties
and less required in problems centering about "feelings".

is

It

good one:

His supreme test

Will the introduction of the parent hel£ the student?

A respondent mentions the fact that he cannot think of any counseling

situation inTOlving co1le.ge students where tt wOlud be rigbt to have the
parent present.

He states that the same is true of.

a~olescents

and children.

However, this person is ve11 aware of the Talus of the parent in helplng
the child.

He concludes his reMarks by agatn stating tbet working with

the parent and

~tudent

sepp...:rately is "fine", but tha t working with them.

jointly in the same j.!ltel'vier1 wculd be

"11l'lsa~lsr4ctory·.

One Ind.1rlrtual feels that too often the important arett of parental

help is neglected. The writer t.rnggests that the rusan might be that
the one-to-one relationship 1s considered saored and that a counseling
situation is not felt to exist with more than two persons present at
the sa."'le

time.

Complete school·home understanding 1s dependent upon the role at
the parent in the counseling internew, according to one educator.
The determination, analysj3, and solution

ot problems calls for

close cooperation between the paJ'ttnt and the school representative,
in the eyes ot one zespondent.

Another person teels that the viewpoint ot the parent 1s needed for
an understanding ot the case.

He believes that the parent needs to

oomprehend aims and procedures, and. is an important entity as an information giTer.
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.. respondent seu the puent u essential and vital :1n at least SO%
He emphasizes, however, the importance of

of the counsel:1ng interviews.

slc11l in "pupil-parent" counaellng.
!be puent should be informed of such things as test results, academic
progress, and other probl_ of the student, in the opinion of one educator.
He stresses the aspect of "colllllUllicationlt with the parent and s8.18 nothing

of the role of the parent :1n the actual cOl1D8eling in1;ervi_.
Aa a sOUI'ce of intor_tion and beeause of his value

u a catalyst,

\he parent is important according to another rupondent.
One person believes that the parent .hoUld be contacted in all

referral. c..... This puts, in the opinion of the _iter, a limitation
on parental lnvolV8IIellt.
A statement lI8de by another respondent is the clos88t of all to a

specific answer which bears ..,.ry directly upon the problem of this study.
He points out that the general feeling is that counseling involves only
the client and the counselor. However, in practice he sees no repugnance

to other than a two person relationship.. especially" where the presence of
the parent may be neeesaar,...
'by this respondent

Interaction of three persoM is enTiaioned

as a possible counseling relationship.

One answer str..ses a point that has not been given in stating a

reSUJ18 of the remarks l'eoeived.

Hcmtion is made of the fact that II&a.DY'

problems of maladjustment stem bom pupil-parent relationships I and that
the puent lIUSt be made to see and to understand the problem.

cases the parent can be

ver,.. helpful.

In aany
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1.11. abo't'e pre.entation conclude. the summad.zatlon of the COJUl8nt.

rece1wd trom the uniTeralty and college personnel. The responau reTw
the attitude of authoriUes toward the problem of this studT, the role of
the parent in the counseling int.1"f'1ew with the student.

In all of the response. iDiicated aboTe., there se. . to be consensus
that in re,ard to eMance in general, the parent is definitely an asnt
aDd has an iJlpOl'tant part in the solution of problems.

counseling, the consensus is not
one concept of irrhel'\"ining . . . .
Again, it is reitel'a'bed, that

80

But in regard to

detinite. The sanctit,. ot a one-to-

1;0 10011

.a. of

as of tremendous importance.

the ar&8Vers might be from the

point of guidance and not trom that of counseling per

new-

H.

Certain War_tion, in addition to that giTen above, 18 Included
in order that the treatment of the resulta of the uniTer.it,. and college

questionnaire DI87 be cOllplete.
Six questionnaires that ..re returned vere not tabulated.

In the

interest ot objectivity in presenting the results ot this study-, the
returDS not utilised are herein analyzed and the reason tor exCluding
the. is stated.

One indiY1dual indicates that he teels that the study is ot no

Talue.

He _de no response ot an,. kind but did return the questiorm.a1re

indicating that he considered it ot little worth.
Another indiTidual .tate. that to him the questionnail'e did not
uke any sense in a counseling situation. No lu1'ther comment. are giTen

and no &n8WeJ's ue stated.
A third individual answered the questionnaire from the 'fiewpoillt of

guidance.

Be makes that deoluation initially.

Since he coneeiwa of an

1nterview as consisting of only two people .. to include his tabulation

would, in the opinion of the writer, haft intluenced the results.
A fourth individual ind~ates that she feels that the rust part of

the questionnaire 18 d1.tficult to answer.

However.. this individual wu

moat helpful in complet1nl the latter part and gaft evsry 1Dd1cation of
extr. . willingness to oontribute bel' thoughts towud the prob181ll 111

queation. She indicates that a practicUil

is~

in opera.tion in hel' institu-

Uon, that about 1$. of the t:1Jle the parent is brought into the counseling
situation with the student in the opezration of the pzractioum, and that
100% of the personnel being tl'aiDed tor guidance work h.... an OppOl'tunity

to function in the practicum with pazrents.

She conceives of the counseling

inten1_ as confidential, but feels that work with the p&l'ent is almost
therapeutic 111 nature since a ohange in the attitude of parente could lead

to the disappearance of the problem as fta as the child is concerned.
A f1tth respondent, whoa_ qu_stionnail'e was not used, d1d not answer
the questions l'egarding problems and indica.ted that interpretation would
be needed pl'iol' to responding.

10 follow-up was attempted by the writer,

since a structuring of the responaes might be produced.
110

This individual

kind enough to enclose a proposed philosophy for counselor educators

at his institution but a development or exposition of this philosophy does
not seem to be apropos here since it does not touch directly

01'

1ndi1'ectly
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upon the problem at hand.

This respondent 1nd1cates that a pract1cum is

in operation, that parents are not invol....d in the counseling situation

with the student, and that personnel get an opportunityr to function with

parents in the pract1cum. He states that participation by the parent
depends upon the interest of the parent and the nature of the problem
of the counselee.
The sixth questionnaire not used was rejected because the statement
was lIllde that the respondent was not sure of the precise meaning of the

questionnaire. 'practicum is in operation in the institution concerned.
1ive per cent of the ti_ the parent 18 brought into the counseling

situation with the sttldent in the pl'acticum.
The "write-w- should be llsted sinee they shaw the tbinld.ng that

the l'upondent8 gave to the questionnaire.

They are indicated below

under the area in which they appeared.
,-

Emotional, social, and personality' proble_
1. Develop_nt of Tal._
2. B.e.t81':r&1 for _peoi&1 intere.t
,. Undel'stand1ng .elt
h. Deligious oonflicts
5. Intra-peel' group conflicts
6. Marked personality dev1ations
7. Selt-direction

B. Iilducational and aoademc proble_
1. Post high school educational. plana
C. Health pl'oblell8
1. Sex deTelopnaent
D. Financial proble.
1. Scholarship loans
Begarding the above problems, it is felt that they definitely are
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diff1culties which might arise in the lives of counselees.

However, it

is felt that, in general, the g1*eater part of these have been included.
in the problems listed in the questionnaire.
The above information is a recapitulation of the findings obtained

hom an analysis of the queationnai1'e sent to the university and college
personnel. As has been repeatedly indicated, an attempt was made to
determine both tbeo17 as held by these educators and practice as they
belien it operative in the schools in regard to the role of the parent
in the counseling inte:n1.....

An ana:Qraia

ot the tindings as discovered

on the seconduy school level should be of illterest.
of the nut. chapter.

This 18 the discussion

THEORY AID PlACTICE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION IN REGARD TO mE
ROLl 01 THE PARENT IN THE COUNSELING INTERVIEW
WITH THE 8TDDENT

In Chapter I ot this studT, it waa shown that the questionnaire
tOl'1fuded to reapondents at the secondary school leTel ill essentially

.

the sue as that used with the uniT8rsity and college peraonnel.

1he

presentation ot are.. and the problelll8 uaed are identical) the gradient
scale is preciael1" the same.

'lhe only d1tfel'ence between the tvo

instruments is the queationa ..ked atter the area study.

bse ot

necessity are difterent because ot the leT8la iIrvolTe<i.
The pr1Jaary purpose ot thia chapter is to present an analysis at

the answers given b.1 the personnel at the secondary school level in regard

to their conception in theory of the role ot the parent in the counseling
interTiew with the student.

Although lI8J'JY ot the respondents are actually

in the secondar,y .chool field, it vill be remembered that the questionnaire.
were sent to the heads of guidance in the school system concerned. Witb

•

the anticipation that some ot the answers might not reflect theory in
regard to the secondary IChool specifically J a card was attached to each
questiOnnaire (He appendix, page 150).

This card iMtructed the respondents

to consider the questionnaire fl'om the viewpoint of the secondary school
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only.

Even it the jurisdiction

or the person contacted vas over a larger

uea, he was requested to react in light ot the secondary level.

The

purpose ot this addendum vas to get a reaction regarding theory at the
level indicated, in order that a comparison might be made between the
responses received and those given b.1 the university and college personnel.
the sEtconda:ry purpose ot this chapter is to present the results as

evidenoed b.Y answers ot personnel at the seoondary level in regard to what
is aotually taking place concerning the parent in the counseling situation

with the student.

Just as theory was obtained trom the "Should belt phase

ot the questionnaire,
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practice was obtained from the responses to the

"Is" section.
Intormation as to the states involved, the number of questionnaire.
d1.spatohed, and an indication of returns is presented in Table XIV.

The perceIrliage ot questionnaires returned is

.36 •.5.

It is to be noted that Kentucky is again imluded in the mailing list
since this state appeued in the 1960 Di:rectorl of the lational Association

ot Guidance Supervisors and Counselor Trainers.
Attention is again invited to the tact that in this questionnaire,
as in that sent to the university and college personnel, problems are
placed under general areas ot applicability.

These are:

1. Emotional, social, and personality problelllS
2. lducatioDa.1 and academ1c probleJ118
3. Vocational problems
4. Health probl. .
.5. Financial problems
JUst as in the treatment presenting the results in Chapter III ot the
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higher education questionnaire, the findings are presented here for each
area considered individually and totally.
fABLE IIV
NORm CENTRAL AREA STATES TO WHOM SlOC)OlIDARY SChOOL QUESTIONfaL11ES
WERE SENT WITH A TABULATION OF '!'HE RM'URNS BY STATES

State
Arizona
Qo1ora,do
I111no1a
ln4iana

Questionnaires sent

Questionnaires returned

2

1
1
10
2

2

20
..

~

:

10

Iowa

Ian...
:Kentucky

1

Michigan
MinnAaota
Missovi
Nebraska

I

0

13

4
4

0

JO

.... Mllxico

Nor,h Dakota
Qt!10
O1rl.hnIIUI
~""hDakot.

West Vir""" ni.
ldsconain
Total

.3
4

.~

12
.3
1
0

1
2
2
14
1

4

1

5

0
1
1

10

.3

148

54

Emotionalz Social, and Personality Prob1elllS
'1h1a are. or difficulties 18 the one appearing as the fust category
on the aeco.ndary Bchool questionnaire.

A frequency tabulation of the

responses ot the personnel at this level is presented in Table IV.
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fA.B!E XV
FREQUENCY 'l'.ABULA nON OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY SECONDARY SCHOOL RESPONDENTS
TO EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL, AND PERSONALITI PROBLEMS

!

Problem

I

i

I
i

I

I

Very I
Very
Often: 50% I Seldom

I Nearly
Participation Always

I

i

I 11

11

4

11

Almost
Never

1

I

Pupil-teacher
connicts

"Should
"Is"

A.ttainJaant of
status

"Should be"
":rs"

Pupil-parent
conflicts

"Should be"
":!:s"

Group membership
needs

"Should be"
"Is"

Aftectional
needs

"Should be"
Ills"

23

12

h

10

0

0

.~

Itl

10

()

Koral
difficulties

·Should be"

I! 26

14

2

6
16

1

ben

,,
1

I

I

16
12

!,,

I,

!

I

lU

15

!

2

: 13

8

II

1I

"Is"~

12
3

0

1

I

19

16

15

3
1

11
20

6
7

:3
7

6
13

Ie
13

.3
S

11

17

9

15

8
16

I

tl

e
14

.1
7

1

The very high frequency undezr "Nearly' Always" for theory in the

problems of moral difficulties and atfeetional needs is worthy of notice.
Practice shows a tendency toward the ff5O:C" colunm

01'

lower.

Group menaberahip needs i8 weighted toward the upper end of the

gradient scale for theory but tends toward the middle of the distribution
for practice.
Pupil-parent conflicts shows a higher theor,y reaction than for
practice while pupil.teacher conflicts tend toward the middle of the

scale for both theory and practice.
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Attainment of status indicate. a considerable figure under "Almost
Jlever" tor both theory and pJ.'aet1ce.
In the proble.. , practice shows a considerable concentration in the

"50%" column with

the exception of moral difficulties.

b

tendellC7 for

this problem is toward the lower end of the scale for practice.
As in the university- and college questionnaire the determination of the

medians, consell8lJ8, and differences is the next step.
Bach category on the gradient seale 1s given a point value stuting
with 1 for the lower end up to

5 tor ItJlearly .Al..wqstt. The

1lUIlbe1'8 them-

selves are con8idered .. midpoints, and hence each is thought to extend

.5

in either d1:rection. The medians are pre.ented in fable XVI on page 77.
the consensus is obtained in precisely the

SaM

manner .. that used

in treating the _terial ot the uniTersity' and college questionnaire.

In

other words, the midpoint closer to the median is taken as the consensU8.
'the consensus obtained tor each proble. tor theory- and tor practice is
given in Table

m,

page 77.

As with the other questionnaire, dUterences were tound between the

medians obtained tor theol'Y' and those tor practice.

It is again pointed

out that difterence. show only' the discrepancy- in the results between
theory- and practice.
significance.

The results shown do not indicate statistical

Rank, too, is nothing more than the placing of the probl...

in the order which shows the least difterence between theory and practice
and proceeding to that which indicate. the greatest difterence.

'the

ranking giTen to the problema is not an indication ot their relative
importance.

The differences are alao giTen in Table lVI, page 77.
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!ABLI XVI
MlDIDS, CONSEHSUS, AND DIiTlRENCIS BETWEEN mEOiY AND PRACTICE
(8 RESPONSES (6 SECONDARY PERSONNEL IN THi .AREA PERTADIING
TO EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL, AND PERSONALITY PROBLEMS

Specit1c proble.

Ditference

Consensus

•

•
•
needs
otten

•

Moral difficultie.

A look at Table IVI 1nd1cat.. that pupil-teacher conflicts 1s a
problem in which the parent 1s
the oounaeling interview.

de.t1n1te~

in'rolyed with the student in

The theory _dian indicates that the personnel

in the secondary school consider this a problem
the parent.

ot decided concern to

The close approach of the practice median to that

besidea indicating to the obaerver that the problem is one

or

ot theory,

rltal con-

cern to the parent, nuq imply that the latter is willing to do something
about it.
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Attai.Dment or status

1001118

as tairly important trom the viewpoint

ot the personnel while participation by the parent

is slightly above the

50% level.
Pupil-parent conflicts, in the third ranking place

8.S

rar as the

ditterence between tbeor,y and practice is concerned, is important in the
eyes of the secondary school personnel, but parental participation does

not reach a high level.

This could be due to the tact that problems ot

this sort are otten solved (or lett unsolved) without involving the
cOUDselor.
The theory lHdian tor group lI8mbership peeds is high, possibly since

the tultU1l18nt or this need eliminates Il8lJY other problema 8ither potential
or actual.
high.

The participation figure seems to the observer to be unusually"

This could be explained by the tact that this rather general cate-

gory includes proble_ IIlOre properly belonging to another area.

The respondents show their realization of the importance of the parent
in proble. dealing with &ttactional needs, since they .eem aware of tM

importance of having this need gratified.

All leading psyohologists include

&trectional as one of the JIlOst important needs of an individual. .Parental
participation in practice 1. average.
Moral dUt1culties rank high in the01.'T with the respondents but are
1011 as taz as parental participation 18 concerned. This could be due to
the tact that such problelllS ue delicate, otten inTolving the element of
Ifshan8rt which factor IIlight tend to "scare" the parent troll'1 participation.
The writer personally teels that this 18 one area in which the theory and
practice medians should coincide or nearly

80.
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The above discussion concludes the presentation of the findings in

regard to the first category of probl8D18 on the questionnaire sent to the
secondary school people.
Educational and Academic Problems
As was true in the university and college questionnaire, the second

area of problems is concerned with matters pertaining to educational and
academic matters.

The frequency tabulation prepared from the response.

to this category is presented in Table XVII, page 80.

In !able lVII the lUlUUally high response for school leaving for
theol7 under Ifleuly" .Always" 18 of interest.

1he practice t1gU1'e in the

. . . column is extre..l.y small.
Mental retardation for tbeory also has a high figure under "Neuly
AlWqslf.

Enn practice under this column is relatively good. Bowever,

the tendency for practice is toward the oenter ot the distribution.

O¥eraehieveIMnt tends toward the lower end

or

the scale for practice

but toward the upper end in theory.
Choice

or

curriculum reflect. a concentration for theory toward the

upper part ot the g.rad.1ent scale 1IhUe practice tor this problem is fairly
.ell clustered about the middle of the distribution.
PupU orientation to school appears to be rather consistent in practice
ho....ring as it does about the

.,0%" point.

In theory, the leeer numbers

are found under "Nearly Always" and "Very Ofttln".
Lack of aptitude shows a rather high figure for practice under

"Vvy Seldom".
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TABLI XVII
FREQUENCY TABULATION or ANSWERS GIVEN BY SECONDARY SCHOOL BESroNDEN'l'S
1'0 EDUCAflaut AND ACADEMIC PROBLOO

I

Always

I

I

Choice of
curriculum

"Should be-

Very

learlJr

I Participation

P:rob1em

I

.19.

"Is·

6

i

otten

,($

Very
Seldom

Almost
lever

II
12

6
19

12
12

0
0

5

1

14

5

I

I "Should belt

Pupil orientation
to sehool
Lack of aptitude

"Should be"

and/or motivation

lila"

Overachievement

0

3

Mental retardation

I

J

! 18
:

14

"Should be"

.3

I
i

I

.~
t

i
I

2

.4

6

9

2

7

ltJ

6

4

2
11

1

12

us

4

0

].2

.4

B

2
II

2
15

1

12

16
12
1

"Should be tt

26

14

.1

1.3

I

School learing

4
16

8

33

"Should be"
"Is"

.'

,
~
)

3S
2

5

12

),2

"_:1;8"

9
l~

1.3

"Should be"
"):s"

I

Underachievement

.

!

! 16

I ·Is"
I

: 16
!1.2

17

R~R

,

4

9

From the frequency tabulation presented in Table Mr it is possible
to compute IIl8diam, conseD8US indication, and difterence..

The same

Talues are assigned to each column in computing the median as were used
in the tust area

ot probl.RIS. The consensus, too" .is taken to be the

median closer to the midpoint ot the interval. The ditterenee found
between the theo17 and the practice _dian

t~

each problem determines the

ranldng given to the problem. .Again, as in the tirst area of problems,
ranking has no relation to importance, as far as the problem is concerned.

1b.e rank indicatea only the difference in:V'olved between theory and
practice.

The _dian., conseMus, and ditference. found are presented in
Table XVIII.

1'ABI.E XVIII
MEDIANS, CONSE.l'iSUS, AND DIFFEREt£ES BE'I'WEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE
OIll1SPONSES <F SECONDARY PERSONNEL IN mE ARlU PD'l'AINlIfJ
'1'0 EDUCATIONAL AND ACADEMIC f'ROBI..EMS

Specific problem

01'

Conael18lUJ

terence

motiyation

1. 2

"

Table XVIII revea18 that just as with the results obtained bom the
college and university questionnaire, choice of curriculum rates

extremely important problem to the secondary school persormel.
is seen to be of considerable importanoe

certainly to be important

L~

&8

an

It also

to the parent. "Quo vadis" seau

the educational picture.

Pupil orientation to school is given a very high position by educators
at ti'le second81'Y' level, while participati.on by parents is about a.verage.
Lack of aptitude and/or motivation is considered as .-ry important

in the secondary sehool, as it should be.

Aptitude, apparently, cannot

be modified; motivation is a focal point in the lea.rning pl'ocus.

To

distingui8h precisely where aptitude stops and motivation begins is a
difficult point.

In this problem pal'ental participation in practice is

average.

It may come u a surprise to some that overachievement rated so high
in the nti.nds of the respondents.

Thare are two possible explanations.

First, some of these eases may be the result o! "routine" interviews of
students in which cases OYerachie-rement would be oonsidered. Secondly,

counselors might conceivably be much concerned over overachievement
because of the str88s that such actiYity might place upon the physical and
'psychological well-being ot the student.

At IlV rate parental participation

seems rather high and this could be because ot the reasons stated abOft.

Mental retardation is given the second highest rating by the secondary
personnel, as far as theory is a faotor.

this see_ to be as it should.

Sinoe the United States hu adopted the ooncept ot mass education, it 18

natual that a con8iderable number of' the educands would tall into the
oategory of IIl8ntal retardation.
scheme

ot things.. Hence,

These must be dealt with in the educational.

the ilnpol'tance given to this pl'oblem by the

respondents is readily understood.

Participation by the puent s ..ms to be

about what would be expected in a problem of this type and importance.
Underachievement has a high rank: in theorY' with those responding.
This problem probab1.v is one ot the biggest with which administrators and
teaohers have to cope.
th1a type

ot problem

The degree of p8.l'ental puticipation shown in

is relatiwly low.

It lI8Y be that "passing" satisfies

a lal'ge IlWItber where the potential on the put of the student is present
with which to produce better r .. ults in the educatioMl endeavor.

School leaTing achieves the highest rating in the minds ot the
personnel handling guidance and counseling at the seconduy level.

Since

this is one of the problems ranking as very important, its position in

the thinking of the

l'~spondents

is not

8

surprise.

It is EtolJlewilat dis-

heartening to discover that parental p8l'ticipation is so low.

This

certainly should be a problem that is ot great importance to parents
since their own offspring are involved.
The findings in regard to educational and academic problems as

diseo'98red by an analysis ot the responses to the secondary school
questionnaire have been presented in the above sU!'MIlal'ization.
Vocational froble.

The third area on the questionnaire covers the general categol'j" of
vocational difficulties.

A tabulation ot the .frequencies obtained in

zreg8.1'd to both theory and practice is presented in Table XIX.
fABLE XIX
FREQUENCY TABULATION CF ANSWERS GIVEN BY SECONDJRY SCHOOL RESPONDENTS

TO

Problem
Selection or
vocation
i

Job hunting

VOC:ATlm~AL

PROBLE::·fS

Neazly

Very

Participation

Allraya

otten

"Should be"

lS_

"Is"

"Should be"
! "Is"

I 15

2

i

1

I,

2

9

:

18

i
I

J 50%

I "Should betl
i "Is"

!

2

Further

I

\

_7_

,

17

Very

.Almost

!

Seldom

laver

i 218

I

I

16

I

i

I
i

i

26

II

18

6

j

12

2
20

12

22

8

1

7

11:)

Occupational-schol- I, "Should belt
I " Is"
astic information

10

22

11

1

6

··1.7

Employment
OI>portunities

lh

11

I

0

4

110
!l5
8

I

schocling
1

Capacity and intel"est for vocation

i

"Is"
"Should beft

"Is"

i

,

J

"Is"

"

I

M1litar.y service

I

"Should be"

,;

flIs "

!

~

12
20

J
7

r

1

.3
1Q

I

17

1

0

fj

1

7

0

I

I

"Should be"

13

\

1.1
:\.1

0

"Should be"

6

2

9

8

i

Preparation for,
entrance upon, and
advancement on .1ob

I

16
.3

I
I

I

II

10

4

6
17

0
7

11
10

-

0

10

I

21
6

I

:15

•

.3
1.b

0

I

Selection of vocation is indicated as a problem in which the parent is

slightly involved in theory in approximately 20% of the cases.

Fl'actice,

or

the seal••

as with many problems ill this 8.1'8a, tends toward the middle

Job hunting show a large concentration for practice under the "Ve17

SeldODlIt column. Thi. tigul'e is abto.t balanced by the report tor theory
under "Very otten".
P%eparation tor, entrance upon, and advancement on the job, as a
problem, reveal. the .81118 tabulation tor theory and practice at the

",0%"

point.
The tigure tor theory tor the problem of turther .chooling i. yery

high tor "Nearly Always". Practice tends toward the

",0%"

designation.

Capacity and interest in vocation ah01l8 a negative figure tor theory
under the ftAlraoat Nenr· column. In practice, under the sue heading,
the figure ia alIo very low.

Occupational-soholaatic inf'oration showa a very definite trend
toward the upper end ot the aoale tor theory. Practice tends toward the
ndddle ot the distribution with a large concentration belolr the

.,0%"

column.
Implor-nt opportunities sbovs an interesting result .ince there
are jut as III8D7 cue. above the

",0%"

column tor theory .. there are

below this column tor practice.

HUitary n:rv1ce indicate. that in about halt at the cases the

parent is "Very Seldom" or It.llJaoat Nne:r" 1.mol.ved in practice. .All.
but three ot the cases in theory are at or above the

",0%"

point.

Just u with the other two areu of proble., 1t is of interest to
know the median, consenne, and ditference between theory and practice

tor each proble..
other probl_.

The mediana are computed in the sa. ..nner as with the

The consel'lltUS again is taken to be the JII8d1an cloa.r to
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the midpoint.

the017 med1am.

The differences are found by subtracting practice from

It is 8J1I>haslzed again that ranking is nothing IIOre than

the placing of problems so that they range trom those shoving the least

dit'terence betwen t}Ht01'7 and praot1ce to those shoving the greatest.
Banld.ng is not as.ociated with il1lportanoe in the listing giftn.

Hed1aDa,

consensua, and dillerenee are presented in Table IX on page 87.
Table IX rev.als that Belection of vocation has a rather high median
as regards theory but an average median tor practice.

ot

It iB the tee ling

the writer that vocational plalUling is otten lett too lIUOh to chance.

It Bee_ that this Bhould be a most 1mportanj; area tor p8l'ental participation, but the results do not

80

ind1cate.

Could it be that the cchools

are BOJaWhat remUB in this important. phase of guidance and oounaelinc?
Job hunting is rated fa1rJ..y high in theory with the reapondents
shoving a _dian taz practic. just ahort of the SO% JllU'k.
Preparation for, envance upon, and advaDce.nt on the job ranks
in third place cOlIIParing theory and practice.

Since

ellpl~nt

i. a

problem ot Buch p'eat importance to all, the practice figure see_
r.lati....l¥ 101f,.
I'vtbu schooling is indicated as of great importance to the a.cond8l')"
Bchool perBonnel and of oonsiderabl. importanc. to the parents.
that at the secondary school

lam

It seems

participation by the parents in the

counseling interview Bhould &how a h1ghel' fipre.

However, in view of the

overall "d.J.rop...out" t1pre in the Becondary Bchool on a nation-wiele basis,
the figure obtained h.re Bee_ to be about what would be expected.

TABLE II
MEDIANS, CONSENSUS, AND DIDERENCBS BETWDN 1HECIlY AND PRACTICE
or RESPONSES OF SBCONDARY PERSONNEL IN 'll:lE AREA PERTAINING
1'0 VOOATIOm PROBI.El+5

Specific proble.

Comaensws

Median

ten

I

.

I

I

•

I
I

~:I

OcC't1:nal....cbowtic iDt'01'Mt1on

1

1.50

Oapacity and interest for vocation does not reach too high a tigu1'e
in the0f7

am is

below the midpoint in practice.
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Occupational-scholastic information shows a fairly wide difference
bet_en theory and practice.

ibis laiter feels that the results obtained

ue about what would be expected.
The results obtained for eBQ;lloyJrl8nt opportunities compare Te'q

tavorably with those

S8CUl'ed

and advancement on job.

in regard to preparation

tor, envance upon,

Since these two proble.1JI8 are very similar in

nature of ditficult,y to the student, the results seem fairly good.
Hilitary service, being high in theory results, indicates the conCel"n

tor this problem on the part of the schools.

This IIl8Y' be due to

the tact that military .ervice is so imIJIinertt for the high school student.

The practice .f'1gure could indicate that the parents teel that scTioe is
inevitable.

How...., since 1"urther schooling is intrinsically associated

with milit.ar.1 service, it seems that participation should be at a higher
level.
The above discussion summarizu the findings trom the qU8st1onna1:re
in regard to the area of TOeationa! problel'lB.

The next category to be

considered is that of health problems.

In indicating the resul ta obtained from the questionnail' e to the
secondary school people concerning the area ot problems related to health,
a frequency tabulation is presented on page

89 in Table III.

Referring to Table XXI, it can be aeen that all problems in this
area show a large figure tor theory under "Nearly Alw815-.
a low tigars comparatively in this column.

Practice has

TABLE nI
FREQUENCY fABULATION

('6

.ANSWERS GIVEN BY SECONDARY SCHOCL RESPONDENTS

1'0 BIlLm PROBLEMS

So,C

1

11

3

!

n_M~

32
9

23

11

2
.t>

0
0

"Should be"
"lIn

30

13
17

1

:;

0

10

13

-~

~

"Should be"
":1:1"

32

11

2

2

6

16

1

2

II

Jt

"Should ben

29
2

15

1

14

2
16

1

6

Participation

Problem

1

Ve:ry
Otten

leul¥
Always

I

Pb.7sical handicap. i "Should belt
Cbl"onic illness
Sanitation

i

I

Very
Seldom

.AlJaost
lever

!

I

Nutrition pl'oble.

I

i " Ia"

All probl_ in the health uea taM ....ry def1nitel¥

tOl'

7

theol7

towud the upper end ot the gradient scale in tJrequency d1swibution.
1'his 18 apparent

Table

m

trOll

Table UI.

Practice tends alao to be at the

"So:,C"

alao rewala either low or no tabulation under ttlllllOst

lever It both tor theory and PI' act1ee in tvo probl...

Practice in the

other two is 'lather large under the . . . categar,..
fo cOJllplete the analysis ot result. on this are., medians, consensus,
and ditterenoes .ere determined using the same approach as in the other

probleJn areas.

h.e tindings are pre.ented in Table IIII, on page 90.

Table nIl re.,.als that all health problems 81'e giYftn top priori.
in \he0'1!7.

The tu.t tvo indioate fairly high parental partiCipation,

while the last tvo tall rather abort aa tar as partiCipation is concerned.
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'tABLE nIl
MEDIANS I CONSDSllS, AND DDT.lRBBCiS BETWEEN moRT AID Pi.A.CTICE
(F WPONSES CF SECONDARY PERSONNEL IN nIE ARIA. FUlTllNING
'to HEALTH PROBLEMS

Speo1t1c problem

Consensus

DUterenee

Sanitation

2.00

Huoh the same picture wu disooYered in an analysis ot the respo1l8es on
the 1lD1versity and college questionnaire.
All ot the health pl'obl... l'each a placeJll4tDt of "Ieuly .Alvaya tl in

the0l'7, as te as consel'1llUS 18 a.qy indicatio!}.

Two

ot the Pl'obl_ achieve

the "V817 att.entl place..nt in consenau tor p1'aotioe.
in practice .1a

The loweat oonsensus

·50%".

It wUl be noted that the responses tor both thao17 and practice in
regard to health matt.ers 1'0.,..41 a very favorable situation from the viewpoint of both. what is the ideal sitiuation and what is aotually happening
in the field.

The theory reaction is ...ry positi... while that of pl'act1ce

ahcnrs a "f'W7 delinite ooncern of tbe parent for these iIfpoJ'tant problem.
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The above brief treatment 1. a resume of the finding. regarding
health problems as a:trived at by an e.x.ud.nation of the responses of the
1he la.t category of Pl'ob-

personnel in the HOol'lCiuy field of education.
lema 18 now to be oonaidel'ed.

Finanoial Pl'oble..
1bia azea of diffioultie. has to do with those of a monetary nature.

Finanee is intJtin8ioally usoo1ated with attendance at school, both at the
HOonduy and h1ghe1' levels. A frequency tabulation of the results

obtained

£1'011 the

questionnaire .ent to the .eoondary 80noo1 pel'sonne1

11 presented below in Table IIIII.
TAlU XXIII
FRlQUKNCY TABULATION

(J

ANSWERS GIVEN BY SECONDARY SCHOOL RESPONDE!J'l'S
TO FDUNCUL PROBI..Ele

•

F8l.'ticipation

1"roblem
Pet-tu. wOl'k

"Should be"
"IaU

"Should be-

Lack of t'unds to't
education

~er

"Is"

Lack of tunda tor
high .chool

"Should be"

I

"Ia"

"81'17

Very

18

17

8

:3

7

~9

Always

3h

Often

Very

50%

SeldOli

Almost
Nevel'

4

11

1
..

~

2

0

13

3

3

17

12

2

26
5

14

l
10

5

0

9

..

~

"

l

],{)

9

Table XXIII snon a l'atber high concentl'ation of l'eaponses for theol7
under the headings of "Ieely Al1l'ay8" and -Very Often". Pl'act1ce under
these headings is of a low frequencY'.
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Table IIIII indicates a d1atribution for all problema tor theory
in about the same relative frequctDCT.

Practice, on the other hand,

concentrates at about tbe "';0%" point or in the "Verr Seldom" catego17.
Using the trequenoy tabulation above it is possible to determine

raedi.ans for both theory and practice.

As in the other areas of problems,

the consensus is taken to be the median closer to the midpoint at the

column concerned.

Differences are tound by subtracting practice medians

bom theory medians.

Again, as in all ,Pl'oblAm areas discussed, l'anki.ng

and iIlportanee of ,Problem are not related.

of

~

Tabla XXIV 1& a preaentation

results obtained.
TABLE XXIV
MEDIANS, CONSENSUS, AND DIFFERENCES BE1WDN THEORY AND PRACnCE
(:8 RESi'ONSES OF SECONDARY PERSONNEL IN 1HE .AR.EA PERTAINING
TO FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

Specific problem

81'

Lack of funds tor

hi~h

Consensus

Difterence

educaUon

school

It can be 8een by referring to Table nIV that part-tiJlle vork bas a
high theory median which might 1nd1cate that educators Bee financeB as a
rital upect of keeping pupils in school.

Parental plU'ticipat1on is not

9.3
nearly .. high as might be expected.
Lack or .funds tor higher education has a. higher median tor theory
than the problem of part-time work.

1his could be explained by tJul fact

that higher education 1s the "next step" for pupils in the secondary
school.

The median for lack of tunds for high school is 'Y"ary high in

theory.

i'he tact that one 01' the two problems has a higher practice

_dian could be expla1ned by the consideration that parents may be givtng

to possible college work. The presence of the child in sohool

~,

despite

all d1tficul ties, could be an explanation for the lew practice median in
the last at the three problems just nentione4 above.
The results obtained for both theory and practice for this entire

area of financial proble_ indicate that it is one in which the respondents
teel that involvement by the parent is YfJry important.

It is also indi-

cated that in pl'act1ce such inYolvement 18 taking place to a tairly
sat1stactoJ'Y degree.
Allot the material. presented above in the disoussion of the live
problem areas is based on the returns as indicated by' the respondents to
the questionnaire.

That these results are mathematically correct is not

the question, but that the results corre.pond to reality is the real point

ot issue. However, since tiwre do not exist objective critel'ia against

-

which to compare the results, all that can be hoped tor 18 some indication
of the state at aftairs both in theory and practice.

Even the practice

medians could be distorted since the reports received are u the indi ...
Tiduals reporting

!!!. and understand the situation. Moreover, from an
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examination of the returns it seems that there is a possibility that some

ot the high school respondents

may

be giving their answers regarding

practice .from a guidance and not a counseling viewpoint.
indioated later, 52%

or

As will be

the respondents had their own training 'tlith

emphasis on guidance while 22% of those answering indicate
own preparation was primarily in counselL'lg.

tl~t

their

Sixteen per cent indicate

that the emphasis was en both counseling and guidance.

It is felt that further studies ma1 till in the ga.ps suggested
this study.

The field is still practically untouched in regard to tb.e

role of the parent in the counseling interview.
study

~y

~J

It is hoped that this

further investigation of the problem.

eertaill questions were put to the respondents of the secondary
school questionnaire aftar the area study.

1118 responses to these will

now be considered.
Supplementary Questions
These questions are different trom those asked of the personnel in
the higher institutions.

The7

8]'8

included only 'because it is felt that

the answers may reveal certain facts about the counseling picture in the

secondary school and they may have some bearing, however
remote,
upon
.,
we
•
the problem at hand.
The que.tions asked of the personnel in the secondary sohool are
intended to ferret out infw.tion about the guidance and counseling

situation as a whole, a:nd as has beEln st,ated, thel'e may be some relsticn-

ship between the answeres reoeiyed and

~lte

problem ot this study.

It vas

considered wise to attempt to discover something about thG training ot
the comsaling and guidance personnel who are engaged in this work at the
secondary level.

it

w~

In originally contemplating the problem of this study,

thought that probably a Tery large percentage of the personnel

employed at the secondary level had l'eoeived theiz tl'aining in universities
and colleges in the North Central area..

Hence, the first. question :1.S

attempt to find out it this assumption is true and i f

80

(;t.'1.

to what degree.

The question is:
About what pel' cent of ;Y1:>Ul' guidanCe personnel haTe
reoeived their training in an institution of higher
learning in the North Central area?

The results obtained flrom a study of tho

TABLE

a.l'IIJWel'S

is given in Table XXV.

nv

PERCENTAGE (Ji PERSONNEL IN SlOOONDAItI SYS1'.Ble
OBTAINING GUIDANCE .AND COUNSILIIG ftUNING
IN NOOTH CENTRAL .INSTITUTIONS

S18tems

--

lCX$

37

9~

Ii
1
1

- - _.. _--_!....

-_..

n-~1ning

1

J.
1

CS5%

7! Ii
~

o· ~

_51

~

--- .

25 &
0'.'

The median obtained in 'lable XXV is 97.3%.

This would indicate that

approximately all oIl:.he institutions involved employ personnel tJoained in

institutions of higher le8l'ning in the tforth Central reei0n.

If such is

the case 1 t might be permissible to assume that tbere should be some
consistency between the results obtained front the college and uniYersity
questionnaire and those from the seccndary school in l'egat'd to practioe.
A trend toward consistency would j.ndicatl! that training (theory) in the
higher institutions is being carried ou.t in pl'.act.1ce in the secolnary
field.

However, there

distort the results.

f'J'G

certain factors

'WJ.1.1C~1

it 13 recognized could

The first is t..l-tat the thoor;y- .t1gm es are in part
t

subjective inasmuch as they l'efleet the thL"lki.!E ot the personnel in the

higher institutions.

'The sacond is that th,e:stud;r being made is based on

rGsults obtained trom personnel .!!2!
institutions.

eng~ed

1.'1 guidance in the higher

other personnel may have been on duty at the 'time the

present secondary porsonnel were beillgtrnined.

A t.hird .factor is that

the personnel at W01'k in the 8econd8.l7 school may not have attended tnt
institutions sampled a..'1d hence difl'ore:nt thinking might result. A fourth

point is that the tJtaining received by the secondary school personnel may
not have beer. with emphasis on guidance end counseling.

'The only logical

conclusion, it 8ee. to the u1ter, that can be drawn in a study of this
kind is that, based on the results

ot this sampling, th(ire is or there

is

not consistency in both theory and pra.ctice in the institutions of higher
le81'ning and those

8t

the secondary level.

Specific conclusions

80

drawn

will be presented in another part of this writing.

Warring to Table IXV f the total sys teI~ reporting is
indicated no response to the question.

Thus,O are

47. Thre",

4CCOUllte.d

:tor.
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the next question asked of the respondents to the questionnaire 18
included in the, insUuJaent so that some indication of the training of
personnel engaged in leading the guidanc. and counseling act! Yiti.s in
the secol'1Cia17 schools might be had.

n .... indicat.
A tabulation of

The question 1s.

the highest degree tbat ,-oU hold.

the responses is pres.nted in Tabl.

XXVI.

TABLE XXVI
TRAmlll OF PDSONUL RESPONSIBLE rOR G'UIlWI:E
AIID COtJIilILIHl ACTIVITDS II mE SBCONDARY
SCHOOlS

Total

So

Certain interences can be drawn bom a ,lance at Table XXVI.

Ba.ed

on the degrees and work indicated, eighteen of the r.spondents must ot
necessity have had courses in education.
none mq

01'

To inter that the others had

may not be presUllptuOWI, tor it is to be as SUDled that persons
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assigned to lead guidance actiT1t1es in the schools would have been
selected 'because o£ their tl'aining. However, the amount of such training
is not revealed.

Hence, no assWllptions can be made with certainty.

None-

theless .it 18 grat1ty1ng, for the sake ot guidance and counseling, to

S88

that the personnel responding haTe, in general, training at the Mastel' 's
level

01'

better.

At the risk of being rather crit1cal, it JII1ght be stated that tor
persons heading p1dance and counseling actin ties in school systems the
training

ot so_ s... rather angel'. It would appear that preparation

below the . .terts degree is not

su.tficient.~

However, personality' factors,

experience, and. other points ot strength could account for the

us~nt

o£ these individuals to the important positions that they hold.

In

general, though, it appears that training of all personnel heading guidance
and counseling activities should be strongly oriented to the specific field

of education.

It is an unanswered question just how JIlUch training was had

in eduoational matteI's by

80me

or

the individuals responding.

The next question put to the I'espondents

or

the secondar,y school

questionnaire is the £ollowing.

In the deg1'ee that you indicated
in TOur work

0111

Guidance

abOft

was the emphasis
Co'U.DN~?

The responae. to the abOft question are presented in Table IIVII
on page 99.

hom fable XXVII it can be seen that only three or 6% of those
responding had no tl'ai"i ng in guidance and/or counseling.

It appears

that there should be 80me question regarding the.e indi'riduals being in
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TABLE XXVII
~i

EMPHASIS IN mAINIBl (6 PERSONNEL HEADING GUIDANCE
AID COUNSELING ACTIVITI&S IN mE SECONDARY
SCHOOLS

I

T%ainiDg

FrequeIlC7

P.rcentage

Guidance

26

~2%

CO'lUlSel.1ng

U

I

Iot,h

tj

either
wriculWl
ot indiesated

2

2

Total

So

22~

-~ ~~
~~

,,-

2~

1

I

the oapacity in which thq .er.,..

:

100%

<>.nl¥ nineteen or 38%

indicate speciflc tra1n1:ng In oounaeling.

il
, i

of the respondents

'1'h1s suggests that perhaps the

higher lD8titutlons should require more enensift t.1"ain1ng in oOUDseli.ng

in the requir.d work leading tc degrees in these 1nstltutiona.

in counseling, the heart

or

the guidance progl'aM, certainly seeJIB to be

weak as r .....al.d by the anners of the respondents.

that

4S

of the

Training

So respondents

H01f'1!mtr, it is noted

had training in counseling and/or guidance.

2his tact 18 important to this study.
The J1fl'Xt question asked ot the secondary .chool personnel 1a,
Please indicate any ita_ of intere.t that you teel
are 1mportant in yO'UZ cuidance program with part1cul81'
empbu1a on the place of the parent in couneeling.
The etate.nts that follow are .elected as those haTing the peatest
significance to the problem:
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Attempting to counsel students without the involvement
of the1z parents is an inefficient uae of time.
Puents are

~ducat.ed

to a teaat approach

to~

educational

guidance.

1bere 1a a

.UIIUI8~

couuel1ng program involving puents.

There 18 not enough counae10l'-pup1l-parent

:relationa~.

On per80nal probl.. that center around parent-pup1l
:relation.hip" the counae1M DUq' be accused of ttmecldl.ing".
emil'

Conferenoes with parents have shown a g:radual
a tift-year period.

1nc~ease

The DWllber of parents seeki!lg inte1"t'1ews 18 steadily
increasing.
Parellt. ue b:rought in tor subject Hl_tion and tcsz
interpretation ot teat reaults •
At pre.ent thiB area

ot the

pl"ogl'aIIl

:ta rather weak.

A summer parent-student.ooluwelor session tor students
enteriDg high achool 1& held.

Puent conterences with coun_lor8, teachers, principal,
and parent are held as needed.
When 1nv1:Md to take part in the cou,."eling program,
parenta haft consistently failed to do 80.

In many cues the coaple.... cooperation of the parents
18 ....ntial froN '\he beginning, while in othera 1t must be
introduced gradually.

0nlT when 1'10 good can be gained ahould parents be
excluded. Parents are a part of the infor_tift, the
catharsis, and the acceptance component. of cotl118eling.
Parents should be involved with seniors for higher
education, with sophomore. and their advanced science
program, for juniors and their occupation and educational
plans, for freshmen and their scholastic achievement.
iighth grade parent conterenae. are held for

selection.

COUl'S.
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Parents should be directly involved in curriculum
planning and occupational int01'JIIation matters.
Imiting disintere.ted parents in on the counseling
o£ students helpa to aid them in a better understam1ng
of the educational, occupational, and personal proble.
oonbonting students.
The next

Clu~ation

asked of the respondents of the queationnaire at

the secondary school left1 18 exactly the same
university and collage personnel.

88

the one put to the

It follows:

What is your conception of the place ot the parent
in the counae1ing inten1ew?
the ruponaes that .eem J\I08t releTant t? the problem of thia study
are given in usence in the tollov1ng recapitulation:
It puente are included they can be a great help to
students. st'lttients want their puents present whether
the7 admit it or not.
The parent should have an aotive role in the counseling
interview. '1'0 state othe1'1fise is the same as contending that
only the oounselor is needed am the role of the parent should
be • passive one.

hesenee ot the parent depends upon the problem. Howe'¥el',
parents should be brought in naore often tban they are.
Parents should be in1'01ved where major decisions are to
Im-01vement depeDds upon the natU1'e of the problem.

be _de.
, 01'

'.I.'he puent i8 a8 important in mRl'l1 cases as tbe pupil
cO\1%l8elor.

Puente should be included whenever possible in order
that an understanding of the ruiticationa of the problea
1s possible.
Parents should be invited to partiCipate at the reQ.uest
of the child.
Whether the parent is
nature of the problem. In

p~eaent 01' not depends
80_ proble_ presence

upon the
18 reQ.uired
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at the beginning.

In others, it should be introduced gradually.

Parents should not be p%esent in routine interviews but
should have a place in some counseling sessions.
In 1IUlD1" cases the parent 11&81' be the key figure sinee he
gives clues and reflects insights.

Every attempt should be made to have parent-ehildcounselor intervi_.
Parents are invOlved when it is thought that involvement
w111 help in the adjUllt_nt ot the child.
Most parents should be considered in the intern..
wbare the)" are interested in the child •
.An attempt is aade to have the parent present at all
counsellng intern... It is telt that! Uttle u accompllshed
without the parent. Conclusions are easier to erri," at,
public relations are ilIIproftd, 8.I¥i parents do not object.

More can be 8Ocomplished by' having separate interviews
with parent and child. The contel'ence can be d1scus.d
together at home.
At the .econdal'y leftl, IU.QY pupil. are still tied,
regarding dependency, to their homes. Hot considering the
tam1l7 in counseling is taking too IlUCh tor panted.
Preaence or the parent depends upon the case. In
some instances the child speaks lltOrc freely when the
parent 111 not pl'esent.
1he place of the parent :la tast becoming important
in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grade.

Parents are a part of the initial interview in
reged to pupil "dropouts".
The parent is a contl'ibuting member to shue
obsenationa, help in diagnosis, and oftel' assistance to
a pupil in helping him 8Obi... his goals.

Parents should always be involTed in the problems
of their children and their .olution.
Parents are very impOl'tam.
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Par.nt. should be interY1ewed about the proble. of
the11' children but not with the pupil.
Secondary leftl students should be allowed t.o make
dec18iona without t.he constant presence of parent••
Participation by the parents should d1m1n1ah

88

the

child mat.ure8.

Students should solve the11' Cftfn proble_ in about
the cases. Parente are needed in 80lIl8 cases.

9;% of

Parents need to gain greatel' insight into their role
in helping .tudent. achieve _turity.
Parents should confer with counselor8 at least once
a year to di8CUSS probl. . of their children.
Parents should JUke . e of iDfOl'_'ion turnished b7
the pidanoe department. The .... U8e .hould be _de of
tbie ._rial as of heal'fm intorution.
The parent and the achool ue both cha.1'ged wi\11 the
obligation ot deftlo~nt ot the child. Host "probl."
children .... to have siaU.ar parents or none at all.

There 18 help frOll paren'b-teaeher-oounaelOl' intenievs.
The par.nt·. role should be oae of le&1'D1ng, ot
rapport, with the goal ot being the great•• t goo4 for
the oh1ld, the achool, and society.

Parents should ha.... the role of support, inwr.at,
students in high school asnme JIOl'e
reaponsibUiVas they progr....

and encouragement.

Couuelors mould know the parents. The latter
should haw a put in t.he planning of the child '. education.
The aboft cOJ'llm8nts are gi....n in ....nc. because it 18 felt. that they
are 1I08t revealing.

That I'JI&JlY of the respond.nts were th1n1dng in terJIIS

of guidance and not alone of eOUD8ellng is not to be denied.

1'be question

its.lf was specif'ically worded, but this does not nece.sarily .mean that it
W&8

specifically answered.

However I all cODllllents do bear directly

01'
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1ndirectly upon the problem and h_e 81'. of conce:rn.
As in the W'Jive:rsity and college results, it can be Werl'ed trOll

; all of the material found in tbe answers to the quesUonna:1re that the

p.vent 18 most oertainly considered an :1mportant figure in guidance but
the

s_ cannot

be said wi til ce:r'U.1nty tor oounseling •

.Aa in the veatnant ot the results of the other qu•• tionnail'e,

ce:riain points will be 1naluded here with the pupo.. ot rendering a
complete l'eport lfeg81'ding the questionnail'. 1tent to the .econduy
personnel.
FOUl' of

1;he

If.turned queationnail'•• we" not used in this .tudT.

The reasons tor the rejection of the .. will be stated briefly.
One person 1.nd1cated that he did not understand 1£ the t1ft-point

soal. reterred to tM degree of parental 1%l't'Olvaent in the probl.ent, the
solution of the pl"obleJll, or othel! t&otel's.

It was .Y1d.nt that it a

olG'1tioation _l'e ad. the 1'.spoDdent would be glad to compl.te and

r.turn the quesUonnair.. lio other information was giftn.
Another person talt, and this 18 certainly his right, tbat the
questionnaire

W88

not good.

He or she stopped answering in tha ti:rst

part of page 1. 10 __ was giftn but there

WAS

an indication that

10Cl% at the guidance personnel used in the school were trained in
1natitutiona in the North Central uea.
Science degre..

The person had a Kastel'

In his 01' her tlfa1ning the ellphasis

ot

nl7 di'fided

W88 .....

lOS
between guidance and

COUDHl.irJg.

10

fuJ.'ther inf'oration was rneal.ed.

The third rejected qu8ationnajze vaa not used because the 1ndi'V'idual

atated that it would be meaningless

w

complete it due to the prevalent

philoaopq of counaeling in the institution.
not clear to this writer.

Just what was .ant here is

In a letter J the l'eapondent l'enaled that all

guidance pel'sonnel were vained 1n the North Cenval uea, that all had

Kuter 'a deg1'M8 but none bad hipr.

He adYocatea conterences with the

pupil and the parent I but with each pl'ivately.

'-he last l'ejeoted questionnaire stated that it was not clear.

No

other information was given but the insvuu!\t was signed.
'.l'.be llsting

ot the Itvr1te...1ns" l'eY8ala,

as in the univel'sity and

college questionnaire, the thirddng of the respondenta at the secondal'y
lenl.

'rheae are listed below under the area in which they appeared.
A.

Emotional, aocial, and personal1v problems
1. "Going steadT'
2. Referral for paycholog1cal help
.3. Boy-girl relationships
4. Sibling :riftlry

B.

Educational and academ1c probleDJ
1. Choice of oollege
2. Advanced placeuent

C.

Vocational proble_
1. Scholarship

D.

Health p:roble.
1. Medical exUlinatioM

In l'ef81'enoe to the abo're pl'obl8JBs, it 18 again admitted that thea.
might oertainly be 1aauea in the lina of students. Howeyel', it is felt
that the problema pl'esented to the respondenta for consideration, touch,
at leut in put, on theae.
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1'his concludes the presentation of the findings obtained from a

study of the questionnaire forwarded to the secondary personnel. As
with the other questionnail"e, an attempt was _de to discover tMOl')"

as held by these respondents and practice as thay see it to be operative,
in reference to the role of the parent in the counseling interview.

!be following chapter will attempt to present a comparison of the

results obtained from the two questionnaires used in this atud;y.

CHAPTER V
... COMP.A.R.ISON OF 7HE RESULtS OBT.AINm fROM THE
RESPONDENts OF mE QUES'l'IONNlmlS

In pren.ous chapters there has been pre.ented an analy.i8 of the
response. to the uninrsi1;y and coUege quest1onna.1re and to that pertaining to the seeond8l'y level.

In the.e ohapters z.c:iiana were given,

eonse1'llUll was 1ndicated, and the d1.tterencea between theory and practice

were 8hown.
It 18 telt that a avnthe8ia of the find.iDga Gould be gi'91m at \his
tiM in order to present tor the sake of cOmpal'iaon the .&na and

consenswr sa found and given in Chapters III and IV.

It is to be noted

that no coml\28ions haft been or 81'8 being drawn u T8t. Bowenr, the
graphic presentation ot the findings bOil personnel in the higher :1mtitutions of learning and flrom the heads ot guidance service8 in Tuious
8econ<ia:ry school sTSwms in the North Central 41'ea should certainly

establish some basis tor stating conclusions.

It is reiterated that the purpose ot this studT is to deterlll1ne, it
possible, the role olth. parent in the oounaeling inteni.. with the

student.

As has been pointed out repeatedly, the problem is one in which

two qpects are being sU1'T8)"ed--the thft01"et1cal and the actual.

In other

words, an attempt is being made to detenaine what the best thinking is in
regard to the "should be" aspect, and lIhat the beat observations are in
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reference to the "is" phase o! this problem.
In the tables presented on the tollowing pages are given the same
results indioated in other chapters of this writing.

This sWImUU'ization

is made tor the sake of cluity so that ready oomparisons may be made

without the necessity at having to tenet out inf'ornsation trom other
sections of this study.

ProblelDS are presented in these tables in

exactly the same order as they appear on the questionnaues sent to
the university and college personnel and thoe sent to the beads of

guidanoe in the secondary school field.
Table XXVIII on page 109 presents a synthesis ot the tindinga
both questiOnnaires in regard to emotional, social,

am

hOIl

personality

proble••
table nVlII is in itself explanatory and requires but little
the trend towards consistency

tor

the taro sources is to be noYd.

both

~ory

COIIIMnt.

and practioe as obtained t1'o.

In no problem is there a vide d1screpa.noy

in the results received trom the W'1iTel'sii;y and college pttl'sormel and those
hOIl

the s8Conda.ry educators.
Comp&1'ing the 1'8sults trOll both questionnaires tor afteetional needs

th.e is a diftuence in consensus tor theory but the d1ttuence is slight.
'lb. seoondazy school _dian is vi th1.n .12 of passing into the consensus

range ot the higher lenl -aian.

Attainment of .tatu tor pract1ce at the higher level is within .14
of haT.l11g the same consensus as the secondary sohool _dian indicates.

Group membership needs tor practice tor the higher le.,..l is within .1.3

of passing

into the same consel18Ul as tor t.lut secondary school level.
TABLE XXVIII

MEDIAIS AND CORJI!8US FROM THE QUESTIONNAlRl!:S IN RinARD TO
i;1IiOTIONAL, SOCIAL, AND PE.R.SONALITI fROBLEMS

Specific probleM

Secondary
leYe1

COllIIensua

Consensus

median

ten

ten
Mol'al dU't1cul:Ue.
e

Pupil-teache
contl1ct.

i

I

,

I

I

I

I

i

lICe:
Moral difficulties tor pract.ice at. the lowu 1...1 is within .03 of

having the s . . consensus u

that g1:nn for the high.. le'Vel.
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P~il-teacher

conflicts in theor,y at the lower level lacks

.25 ot

agreeing with the consensus of the university and college result.
All other problems, excepting t.'lose listed above, agree in consensW!
for both theory and pr actiee at both the higher level and t.."at ot the
secondary in regard to emotional, social, and personality difficulties.
The second area of difficulties is concerned 'With educational and

academ1e problems.

Medians and consensus for both theory and practice

as determined .tram the two questionnaires 8l'e presented in Table XXIX

on page 111.
Table XXII indicates that choice 0.1' cuiriculum is almost identical
in results

tor both theory and practice on both ql18ltionnalrea.

Lack ot aptitude and/or motivatioll,

8.8

well as overachievelllent,

underachievement, and school leaving have the same consensus results tor
both the017 end practice on the two questionnaires.

Mental retardation in practice tor the secondary school consensus
1.8 within • .33 of ceing in the same consensus range as that tor the
higher leftl.

Pqpil orientation to school in praotice at the university and
college level 15
problem in the

.47

Sat'll8

short

or

baving a median which would place this

consensus as that obtained tor the a8Conduy schools.

1he third area of d1tt1.oult1e. is Gone_ned with yooat10nal proble_.
the medians and coneen8ua d1acOYered bom both queationnaizes a:re presented
in Table XXX on page 112.

III
TABLE XIII
KKDIANS AND CONSENSUS fROM mE QUESTIONNAIRES IN REGARD TO
BDUCAfIOIAL AND ACADEMIC PROBIJ£M:l

Higher

Specific problem

leftl . Con••uu
rwdian i
i

rSecondal'7

I leyel
:
i

r

i Consensus

aed1an i

I

ten

Pl'aotice

Mental retardation

Piac

•

i
I

.

1

Referring to Table XXX it is eYident that occupational-scholastic
information for practice a.t the higher level is within .35 of having the
same consensus as that for the seeondal'Y level.

ill

TABLE III
K&DUJIS AND CONSENSUS 110M mE QUiSttODAIRJS II RmARD 1'0
VOOATIOl«L PROBLIMS

Specific problem

H1gher
1eft1
JMd1an

COnaeDllua

; Seconda1';r /:
I
lenl.
.
median

Consensus

I

I

Occupational-echolut1c
O1'mat10n
ten

en
Select10n of
'9'OCat10D
ten

'uther .ohool
hac ce

In Table

nx

in the

~obl..

8_

oapacity and interest for vocation, the

higher leyel _dian lacks .12 of having the

consensus as for the

secondal'y school in regard to pl'actice.
Preparation for I entrance upon, and advancement on job tor theory
at 'W1e higher leYel is within .19 of having the sue consensus as for
that obkined tor the secondary school.

In t.he areas of problems dealing

with TOOationa! prOblelll, tift vere toUDi to haft the

S8.11111

coneeDlus tor

both theory and practice at both the higher and secondary levels.
ft1e fourth eea of problems considers those pertaining to health.

Madiana and consensus tor both l .....ls are prestllted in Table XXXI.

TABLE IXXI
MEDIAIlS AID COHSElmUS lROK mE QUlI'S1'IOBAlRES REOA.RDING HEALTH PROBLEMS

Specific problem

p

Chronic illness

NUtrition

ob1ema

Sanitation

hac

e

Secon4a:q
1.,..1
lII8dian

Consensu
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All proble.1118 in the health are. are found, aa shown in Table XXII, to
ha:" the

lIaJH

consensus at both l.eYels for both theol'Y' and p2'actice.

The last table to be pruented is that regarding financial problems.
1his table toll0W8:

TABLE mIl
MEDIANS AND CONSENSUS FROM mE QUESTIONNAIRES IN BPnARD TO
FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

High.

SpecifiC problem

l.eTel
median

Consensus

Consensus

otten
Lack

tor

ot tunds
school

In regard to financial problema it can be seen tram Table .xxxII that
the results are the s . . tor both Q.uestionnaires as :tal' as consensus is

concerned, except tor the problem of lack ot lunds tor high school.
this difticulty the practice II8d1an
of reaching the same consensus as

In

tor the secondary school 18 within .12

tor the college and university' result.

In all of the above discussion, it can be seen that the results
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obtained frODl both questionnaires are certainly compal'able as faz as

consensus is conceneti. It is again pointed out that the con_news is
being used as a rough frame of reference to indicate the reactions of

the re.pondents to the questions put to them.

The consensus is intended

to indicate the tl'end in the re.ults, and nothing more is cla1Jued for it.

In the next ohapter an attempt will be made to dl'aw some conc1wsions

from the entire studT.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

!he spac1fi.c function of t.h1s chapter 18 'to present a 8W'111'1&l'Y of
,

the work done on the problem of the role of the parent with the student
in the counseling interview and to fQmulate conclWlions which 1t is be-

lieved can be validly drawn from t.'le evidence obtained from the responses
to the college and university questionnaire

~

that sent to the secondary

school personnel.
f~

As bas been repeatedl..y indicated, the pu:rpose and juatification

the two questionna1re& i& to obtain information in regard to the theo17
and practice aspects

ot the problem. '!he university and college question-

naire and that sent to the secondary school per sormel were prepared atter
the literature pertinent to pzroblem areas and specific diffioulties in

each field

01'

catego17 had been anal1zed.

Both questiorma11'es, 'besides

seeking to find reaction to both theory and praotice, wre so designed
that

arunrel'S

might be indicated on a gradient scale.

The recipients of the college and university questionnaire were

individuals selected from the

ot Guidance Supervisors

1962 Directo;r of the

National Association

and Counselor 'h'ainers in the North Central region.

Eighty questionnaires were sent out and forty-seven were returned

01'

a

,8.8% response. The answers were studied, analyzed, and presented in
Chapter III.
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The educators who received the secondary school insvuman'h .ere
:individuals heading guidance and counseling actiT1ties in secondary
school systems.

Gu1de Linea, a publ1cation of the Un1'Hd States Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare, was used as a source reterence in order

to .ecure the names ot individuals in charge ot programs in school systems
in the North Central region.

One hundred and torv-e1ght que.tionnair••

were sent out and titV-tour vere returned tor a :response of

36.,%.

The

tindings bOll! the questionnaire sent to the secondary school personnel
were given in Chapter IV.
,

In presenting the results ot both questiozma1res, lII8d.1an8, consensus,
and ditterences between theory and practice tor each probleM in a ca_I017

"1'. indicated.

In Chapter V a comparison of the results of both

questionnaires vas attempted.
Both 1natrWll!tnts, the college and university and the secondary

questionnaires, had certain questiona after tbe structured section.

These

were included because it is telt that the responses IIlight reveal oertain
intormation that would have a bearing either ot a direct or indirect
nature upon the problem being undertaken.

The responses to thue questions

were also a.nalyzed and are presented in Chapters III and IV.
Betore attempting to formulate conclusions from the data obtained,
it is telt that some statement should be made just1t,r1ft1 the belief' that
1me conclusions otter a certain valid1ty.. The tirst point in such a
justitication is that the recipients at the questionnaire at both levels
are either highly trained and/or are in a position to DOW and to react

U8
to ths insuUlI8nt. HaltV of the educatora at the college and un:l:nrsity
level, in add:1t10n to ha"f1ng the educational training

am

background u

evidenced by their degrees, are e1tb.e1' conducting the operation of
pracUc'WDS

01'

are clC).ely associated

the personnel at the secondary level

fam i l1u with them.

01'

a:r.,

ik»1"e<)Ve1' ,

t01" the gzrea1;er part, persons

head1.ng the guidance and oounseling pl'ogr8J118 in school systeMS in the

North Central region.

Tba second point arguing for the Yalidity of the

responses is the fact that the results
practice are easentialq the same

01'1

ob~ined

tor

~

both queationnail"es.

th8017' and

To the writer

this appears as a very strong point.
The tirst general conclusion that may be drawn from a stud7 ot the
responses to both questionnaires is that the parent 18 not util.hed to
the extent that he should be 1n dealirJg with problema in the counseling

inMniew wi\h the student.

The .uba'-'iation of th:la COl'lCluaion is

t.b.at theo17 reaction 1n e!!1'Z case does not fall below the pl'act!ce
1"eporMd.

The extent to which the puent should plq a 1'01. in the

cO'W188ling inWni_ with the student i& given g:reate1'

ave..

in theory.

A. glance at the tablea presented 1n Cbaptel' V v1U vw1f;y this contention.

It will be noted that tor .!2 problem does the practice l1I8dian 1"eaoh a
higher level than that found t01' the01'7.

In only one case does the

conaensua indicated f01' 'Ule0J7 and pl'actic. show the same lnel. 1hia
is the probl_

ot pu,pU-teaohe1' contlicts (secondary level). In this

~

tbeo17 median 1.8 higher, as has been stated, while the

difficulty

theory consensus would

al80

be higher but for a .2$ difference.

Hence,
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it aeems logical to conelude that s. valid adjunct contr1but1Dg to the
success of the cotUlseling interview with the student is not being utUized

to the fullest extent. That adjunct is the parent.

That this person,

according to the theory med1s.ns as compared w1th those of pra.ctice, i:s

not used is regrettable since any and all. &gencm, media, and persons

that could contribute to the success of the counaeling interview should
certainly be brought into the intemewing s1tuation.

1bis asumes, of

course, that the consent and wUlingne8s of the Client are present.
the a800nd general conclusion that JItQT be drawn trOll the evidence
18 that theoq as advocated by the uniTe1"ait), and oollege personnel ill

probably about what it should be sinee practically the same results are
.toUJ'ld for theory at the secondat7 level.

1he f'1Mings on the secondary

questionnaire substantiate, in general, the .findings as revealed on the

un1nrsity instrument. It is interesting to note that of the t.wenty-eight
pl'oblelllllJ listed twelve have a consensua rating of "Nearly Alwqs" by the

university and college people as compared with eleven tor
tor the secondary pel'somel.

t.~

category

The university educators placed fifteen

pzoblems in the filVery ottenD consensus bl'acket as compared with sixteen
for the secondary schools.

One problem was found to be "S<>:,1t by the

universit1' and college personnel as compared with one tor the high
school people.

No problems .e1'.8 rated by eitber poup in the the01'l

conaensus of DVery Seldom" 01' PAhlost lieYer".

The third general conclusion that may be deduoed fl'OID the evidence
is that the majol'i\7

o~

all p8reormel concerned, at bo'th the univel'sity
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and college level, as well as in the secondary' area, seena acutely aware

of the cvdinal pJ'1nciple of intAmewing--the sanctity of the interTi_.
Repeatedly, there is an indication that the introduction of' the parent
wi thout the consent and desil'e of the oOl.m.8$lee is definitely not desirable.
That the university' and collage eduoators should be

80

strong on this

point is certainly' not unusuall but that the principle should have such
universality at the lower level of. instruction, the secondary, is most
encouraging tor guidance and counseling.

The eth10al code requ1:red of

eOt.1n8elors demands adhorence to the belief in the sanctity ot the intEJ1'v1ett.

The interesting point 18 that not onlY 18 the principle

80

preval.eD\

11'l the thinking of the respondents, but apparently in practice i8 being

observed and adhered to in a h:1gh degree.

~e

ethical principle involved

is well stated in the following:

!he oo'W'lll810r should guard protessional confidence as
a trust and reveal suoh oonfidence lrl. thout the ol1ea" 's permission only after most careful deliberation and when there
is a clear and imminent danger to an individual or to SOCiety;
i. e. threatened suicide, homicide, 01' treason. 39
ihe tOUl.'th general oonclusion that lTU\Y be drawn from a cO%I\PU'ison of
the restil ts pertaining to theory for both questiormaires is that 1natruction

to future counaelors in the uni'V'8l'si"y and college courses certainly seems

produetlve ot good results.

It is remarkable to note the consistency

between the theory of the educators at. the higher level and that of the
personnel in the secondary schools. Apparently, principles were well

390ail. F. Farwell and Herman J. Petel'SI Guidame Jlea.dings for
COlmselora (Chicago, 1960), 78.
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tornmlated and empha8ized in the higher 1natitutiona 8ince these principle8
are nov thoee accepted and bel1e'ftd in b:r the guidance

am

oounaeline

per80nnel in the 8eoond.a.1'y 8chool.
The fifth general concluion d:r8lm i8 that at the 8econdary' school

level there is not .. detirdte a d18t1ftctlon between guidance and counseling
88 tbat obaened froll the reaotion of tbe 1.1Id....r8i1;y and college personnel.
lither the two ueu .e \hought of u distinct and of haTing equal status,
01'

ee acoepted as being rathw intwohaDgeable

OJ'

capable of being _rged.

into each other. 1he true concept, that oounseling is the heart ot
,

guidance, that it 18 a tool, and but one, ot the total repertoire, see.
to be a bit clouded and contused.

In addition to the tive prl8l'al concl_ion. indioated abow thee is

one lIlOre that is most apparent. '!'here.eems to be the ilendenc7 at both
le'f8la

to -teuR the introduction

of the parent as a

lE!z figure.

1he

writer personally bell.....s that this nfeuR 18 onl,y an app!!ent one and
that the reaction is reall7 an 1ndiIIaUon of the concern that the sanotit7

ot the oounseling irrten1w might be destl'Q7ed. HoveTel',

bom reading

the cOJJJll8nts receiTed, one gathers that the 1ntroduotion of tbe parent

into the counseling intel'Y1.ew with the student 18 an item that should be
given great oonsideration, that extreme caution should be o'beened, and
that the utilization of the puent should be gi_n great prethovght.
is interesting to note that

~

It

.!!!! per80n is intrepid _ough to 8tate

oategorically that he can conceive ot the int.roduction of the puent as
not rlolatiDg the P1"1ncip1e8 of genuine counseling and tbat a true
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cOUlUJel1ng altuation can and doe. exist, under certain conditions, with
more than two persona pl'e..nt.

1bis,

tOl'

what it may be VOl'th, is the

opinion of the present viter, to!' in such di.tficultie. as lIUU'ital diacol'd
1nvolri.ng lII81'1'1age counseling, often thl'ee people

81'8

1m'o1Ted at the same

tiDle and such acUon 18 det1n1tely conaidel'ed as counaeUns.

It see. to

this vlt81' that the solution of the Fobl.. 18 the point at issue and
that it the desired result can be obtained. lIIDl"e quiakl1', efficlently,

am

expeditiously by the involTeJDent of the parent, then not to make full \lIIe
of this Taluable l'e.ource pe1'son C81'ta.1.n:b' 18 not sound.

'!'he goal of an

1ntemew is definitely- not lost if' anothe!' tdjunct 18 added contributing

to ita success.
So 1IR1Ch tor the genwal conclusions that it see.
the results ot this studT.

It

~

JDq'

be drawn .trOll

be vell at th1s t1Jle to indicate more

specif'1c conclusions associated with the probleJt are.. and specific
difticulties about vhich the questiormaire. vere built.
Using the results ot both questionnaire., which it hall been shown
1nd1cate about the same tendenoy- toward agreement in both theOl7 and
practice, certain atau-uk 11181' be categorically

ad..

These are

presented in the paragraphs which tollow.
Regarding 'the

&1'' ' ot dltt1cult1ea petaining to emotional,

and P!l'sona11V problems, in those dealing with:

J..

.&ttactional needs, the parent should be involved
O£i~Ol'Gn or Marl{ &lw!la, bu'E
iiiTOlved .2Q!
o he 'Eime.

l!

B. Attainment ot atatus, the parent should be
IiiYOlftd Tel'Y ONen, but is il19'olvea Tell seldolll
01' up to 1§rol the t:1me.-

social,
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c.

~

if'01 fJie time.-

D&Ube1'ah1R needa, the puent should be
otten, but 18 involved !!!7 aeldo.

:ftd

or up to
D.

S:i

I.

~u:r.nt

Kol'al d1tt1culti.... the pa:rent should be involved
i~'!! involved vel'Y
OJ' up to

1

.:ra0ll

cODtl1fta, the puent should be

!!tt otten, bUt 1:!. 1nYolve3 §

Of

the t1M.

F.
Regarding the area of d1tt1cul t1•• p8r'ba1ni.ng to eduoational and

aoadem1o probl. . , 111 tho.. dealing with.
A.

Choic. of cw:r1oulUIII, the parent ahould. be

1i'iY01ieC1 !!!l
time.

c.
D.

E.

~

onen, but!! 1m'o1ftd 2.21 "of 'Ute

Ove:rach1.......nt.. the parent should be involved

!!!7 ot'en, bui.H 1molftd !!17 ••id'!!.

Unde:rach1eYeJaeat, the puent .hould be 1molved

nearfi a1ilj...

f)ut

1:!. 1m'o1ftCi

ruli ill!ii!,

a

Of

the t1llle.

Mental retardation, the parent ahould be 1nTolved
Sui!! involved 5011
of the
1JIle to "U often.

E!

, • ~ or1en1iation to ~, the parent Ihould b.
:r;ea
OKen, u _ 1.nTolved -17 ••ldom

to.2Q!

Q.

-tbIe ilii8.

of

School 1 _ = , the parent should be inYol....d
.arti illr"; but !! involVed lQ! of the ti.M.

«

Regarding the ue. of difficulties pertain1ng to vocational. Eoblema,
in those dealing with:

A. mtiOnal-echOlaatiC 1nfor.Uon, the parent
•
se inYOlftd ....motten, SUI i8 1nTolved
"1'l ••goll or up to
ot ili. time.

B.

~aDd

jioUId

Ten.e
c.

1Dte:ren toz YOCaUon, tile P8l'em

LmilYed ~nJ

om or up to

of

bUt l! involved
time.

the

Selection of TOCa'l;1on, the parent should be
liiYOirid VCT OlGn, but.!! 1n1'Ol-fiCI § 0'1 the

time.

D.

~nt

omrtun1tie., the parent .¥uld be
'blit i! ~volftd Yerl

_tao..

....rx otiep,

E. Funhu

achoO~1 the

parent should be i.m'Olved
Of the tt..

Ye81'li i!!is~t.!! involved §

r.
Q.

M1ll~.arYice,

the parent should be inTolved

!!!l Of n, blii !! 1n'f'01ved.S!! 01 ili8 ti.M.
Job

h~,

!Ul

the pal"ent should be 1Jmllved
en, but!!. 1nYolV8d
.8ldotR.

0

van

I
;;lQ't1Jle
1& parent i€§ld
to veer otten, but

H. Pl',3uat1on tor anvance

~0I:i,!nd adTallCement

lved

hOIl

is iIrtolved

a

....17 ••ldom.

Rep1tding the area of d1tf1cult1ea pertaining to health Eobleu,

in tho.. deaUng witlu
A.

=ic~~, the parent should be involved

!!!!ii __,

u.!! involved !!1'l otten.

B.

Chronic Ulna.s, the parent should be involved
nearg !l!i.ilI, "but 1:! involV8d !!!17 often.

c.

Iuv1tlon ::;bl_, the parent should be 1nYolTed

nearti

alW_,

b1ii!!

involved

om

§

Of tli.

tilDe.

D. Sanitation, the parent should be involved nearll
ilV!ls, but.!! involved
Of the time. •...

\

\

Regarding the area of difficulties pertaining to tinancial Fobl... ,
in tho.e dealing with.

J..

Part-u. work, the parent should be 1nYo11'8d
of the time.

!!U often, but.!! inTolved §

B.

c.

Lack of funda for hi~er education, the parent
!liij1S, but is involftd

iih<iUld be invoived
!§!it the ~..

Jl!!l'ii

-

In addition.to the categorical statements made above, one further
conclusion 1lISY be deduced.

It appears that ,the more the problem is

concerned with constitutional matters, such as health,

01'

with the areas

pertaining to the ezrriJ!om.nt, such as financial problems, the greater

should be the participation by the parent in the counseling inteni.ew

with the .tudent.

Where the problem is

lI01'e

self-centered (axcept1.ng

constitutional matter. such as health), the parent should be 1•• in-

'YOlyed.

T.ha explanation for

~

tendency is probably' that true counael1ng

adYocate. the pr1Ju.oy of the .elf in the solution of proble..

Remembering

that counaeling i. a process in..olving dieeover,y, recognition, acceptance,
and possible

801 ution

to proble., which solutions must be achieved through

the ett01'ts of the counselee to help himself', it must be obvious

parent should be oonsidered le8s important.

w:to" the

In situations in wbt1ch the

solution of proble. depends upon outside torce. rather than upon the

activ1ty ot the counselee h1uelt, the parent is seen as a more potent
foroe in the solution ot problems.
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Another important conclusion that is apparent from the eTidence is
that in theorY' no problem ia listed in which the parent should not be
inYolved 50% of the time or better. 10 problem appears to be of auah a
nat111"8 that the parent would be an actual detriment in it. solution.

Not

one intimation nor suggestion can be .found in the evidence that the parent
should be eliminated from the guidance

and!or

counseling soene.

In other

words, acceptance of the parent as a valuable adjunct 18 recognized. Hove'ft1', the theory consensus dUters regarding participation, according to

the evidence, as the problem varies, but; through all co_nu theJ.te Z'unB
the thread of preserving the professional a~t1ty of the conference.
When the parent 18 involved, it IIWIt be with the consent of the pe1'son
being counseled.

In addition to the general and. speoUia conclusions stated aboTe, the
data obtained :from the questionnaires justifies certain other stateaenta
which have a bearing either dizreotly

01'

indiZ'ectly upon the pl'oblem of the

role of the parent in the counseling internew with the student.
Theo1'7 consistency

WA3

seen as being high both tor the un1vvsity

and oollege results and those trom the seconda1"y' lnel.

the degree of

oonsiatellCT has been shown to be alllost identical. Also it has been
shown that practice lags behind theo17 at both levels of appZ'a1aal.

explanation must exist tozr this lag.

are a rather

11fJW

Possib~J

So_

the tact tha.t practicUlllS

conception and the established tact that only tweJlty'-eight

of the higheZ' institutions represented in this study have a practicum in

operation might contribute to the lag indicated.

This sW:Gement is not
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made categoricallY since the eYidence is not such that this conclusion
can be stated.

The proposition _de is _rely a conjecture in an attempt

to explain the ditf'erenee between theory and practice. It it is remembered
that the results indicated that about 97% of' the personnel working in
guidance and. counaeling at the secon.da1ry leTel. had received their training
in 1natitutiona in the North Central region seemingly this would argue

f'or the inauguration and improvement ot pract1cums in all 1nstitl1tiona of'
higher learning, or at least in those in the North Central region.
The impl'owment

ot 'Ule academ:Lc status of' personnel working in

guidance aDd counsellng is a consideration that should be given due thought.
Beterenee is ucle here to personnel at the secondary leTel, but IU'T, in
so_ cues, be applicable even at the un1versi1;y and college level.
Intensi" and extensive t:ra1n1ng in guidarJce and counsel1Dg possibly would
be a point that I!iEt add to the closing of' the gap bet.en the017 and

p:ractice. It cannot be denied that the gap should be closed tor if the
potential exists, not. to actualize such a potential certainly appears as
unsouad p:rocedUl'e.

'1hla s'WlllllU'y ot the wo:rk ot this

st~ aM an

indication ot the

general and specitic conclus1oM establish_ the groundwork to:r certain
implications tor cOUDSeling.
chapt.e:r •

1his matter will be t.reated. in the last

IHPLICA'l'IOJrS Foa COtJISELING
fhe purpo.e of th1a chapter is to present cer_in implications

for counseling vh1ch it appeal' • . , . be made both trOll an &l1Ill.T.iI of
the literature pertaining to guidance aDd

COUD. .l.1ng

and bOll the ...w1al

gathered hOlll the quest1.onna11"'e••

hom the literatv. in the field,

1;her~

1. a definite d1at1nct1on

between guidance aDd COW'Beling. The fust ten 1apli.. "ae:rv1c..
rendered to an 1nd1'ridual according to hi. particular needs ...40 1'hese
Hn'icea are "alWll1'S a1med. at belping one child, one adolescent, or one
adult to achieve lIOI."e 1ns1gb.ttul self-realisation and greater oonstructive
WOl'th 111 his group l""elatioDShipa.·41 Froehlich, in elaborating upon the

..l'V1ce. offered in a guidance prog:rUl" mentiona the .emee of O1'1entation
and art1cula:Uon, tbe 88nice of counseling, and the ..nice of placement. 42
Benoe, oOUllllel1ng 18 but one

ot

the tace. of the whole guidance propUl.

It 18 the heart of the whole repertoire.

Although coun.el1Dg 18 nov otten co.1deed as learning O1'anted,

40z..ter D. Craw and .Alice Cl""OW, .An Introduction to Guidance (XYork, 1960), p. 164.
.

-

UXb1d., 164.
42clUtord P. Froehlich, Guidance Serrices in School,., (New York, 1958).
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Hutson makes a

lIlOn aignificant atatement:

But to act with COod judgant upon the m.dence rnu.led by
the d1agnosia wUl often involve DlOre acti"l1t7 than is represented by the interaction of counselor and client in an interviR or series of internew.. A caae ma;r aign1.ty the need for
conterring with puenta, for counseling parenta, •••• 2be vide
range of ult1Jlate action-steps to be taken in accOllpliah1ng
b1a d.1atribution and adjustment __ a to
approp1'iateq
dee1glated as "counseling aDd treat_nt. u43

"'e

In llgbt of the above and from the results of the questionnaires, the
first implication 1a a !lOst apparent one.

Counaeling should alwqs 'be done

with the hope of arriving at some progr-ess in the resolution of cases.

Goals are an illportant c01l8idera\ion. 1'0 he).p aoh1eve progru., 1t is

auggeated that the parent should be det1n1te~ considered as a rital resource
person in helping to achien de. ired ends and goals.

It is alao

a~ge8ted

that the puent ahould be 1nYolYed not only in mdanc,f (which all writers

a_ readil,y to admit) but al.ao in counseling, 2rOYided that prow
counaelB ethics are adhered to.

Such action of 1nvolvnent would

1mpleJaent the "treatment· concept of Hutson.

.gardless of the fact that

the _thod of counseling employed be classitied as the nondirecti.... of

Rosers and h1a adherents, the directive of WilHallllon and hie tollOlle1's,
01"

the eclectic of such u

E1.-1ckson and others, it see. that the parent

def1n1Ml¥ bas a role in the ccunaeline interview.
The nond1rectiTe appl"oach to counseling of Rogers empbaaizu the

YOl'k,

43perCiTal W. Hutson, The Guidance Function in Education (lev
19S8" pp. ;06-;07.
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cl1ent-cen~ed concept. In
tbe

tOCWl

both his work of 194244 and that of 19$116

of attentiOZl is pr1JBal'1ly on the indi'fidual and not upon the

problem in itselt.o Catharsis is giTen a high priorit;r .. well as the

idea ot new perceptions in relationships, the grGlrth of insight, and b
develop_nt of the abUit;r to hamle one's own probl... This method
and the pl'eaence of the parent

are certainly not repugnant. The onl7

l.1JI1tation tbat th1s Vl'iter see., o\be.r \haJl that ot profe.donal eWcs,

introduction would

m1ght conceivably be the t1lle

suoh an

ot

the invoduotion of the parent, since

be conditioned bY' the client fS teelJ.ng that

the parent would help h1m, the student, w1~ the problem a' band.

school of WUl.iamson, and such men .. Darlq and liJIeJIIl,

b

COJD)nly

refened. to as the directi.... approach, stres..s the mutuality of the
counael1ng relat1onship.46 1bia _thod of approach, the directive,
oertainly should be COgDilant, in the opinion ot the author J ot the Y1tal
role that a parent could plq in the counseling inten1.ew or process. at
OOUH,

certain conditions muat be _110 as bas been repeatedl.y stated.

'the eclectic method of o0UD8eling is otten interpreted .. •

cOlllPl'olll1ae be.een the two Qpel jut discus_d.

101"

of

It appeal's that it might

bettel' be thought of as an apPl'oaeh which adRd.ts of both the dil'ecti.,. and
the nondil'ecti'ft.o

'1'b.e eclecUc, it would _ . , impli.. that no

~l R. Rogers" CouneeM5

4SCa:rl
46g.0

G.

and F!T9Aotherg (Boston,

ODe

_thod

1942).

R. Rogers, Cl1ent..centel'ed. Thel'am (Boston, 19$1).

Willi~~'1son,

"Counseling and the Hinnesota Point

ot View,"

Educational &nd iqcholog1cal Measurement, VII (SPl'iDg, 1947).
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is applicable in all cues and that the technique 1ihich produces the

atfeatiYe

resul~s

should be

~he

one employed.

lIlOS~

Therefore, the eclectic is

not a synthesis of the other two _thode, but is a type which otfers a
choice of approaoh or even an intermingling ot the directive and the non-

The goal, to the eclectic advocate, seems to be the resul;t

directive.

obtained and not the method pUl"lued.

In the eclectic type of cOUMeling

there need be no repugnance to the parent playing a vital role.

'!he

en.dence from this study 1nd1cates that the puent is not placed in the
T.l.kl. role that he should be.
•

B.rietl1', then, to the writer, the impUcation that can be olfwed

\I

is that \he parent should play. much IIIOre 1mportant role in the counseling

interview

01'

Hssion than he now does.

It 1. ain'ta1ned that this Yital.

penon is not being utilized to the extent possible, and it may eYen be
doubted \hat h18 potential for use is oomple'tel1' recognized.
In addition to the

~lic.tlon

that the parent, a valuable adjunct

to succesaf'ul cOUllseling, 18 not being utilized and that perhaps h1a
lfOI'th 18 not completelT recogJl1zed, there 1s another which

S. .DIII

evident.

1b1s 18 in rega1'd to the question of couneeling ethics.

fluUon47 points out that in protessions such .s law and med1e1ne,
there exists a one-to-one relationship between practiciollel' and cUent.
However, in regard to the counselor, there 111 a responsibili t7 to socie•

.. well as to the client. Social

ins~itutlons,

the

he.,

school,
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occupations, and other agencies mut be supported u wen as having the
client appraise, develop, and enhance the self. Hutson states that because

of the relationship in other prof••siollS, codes of ethics have been
established and punitiY8 action exists tor Y1olation of these e1;b.1cs.

Counselors, other than PS7chol.og1ata, haTe not as yet developed and
accepted or publiciZed a usable code of etb1c8.

A considerable number

of writings haft been produced talking about the code of ethics but not

indioating specifically and precisel¥ !!!!!! that code is..

To the writer,

'the 8econd implication oftered is that a definite oode tor counseling
should be esubliabed 8uch •• that produced:by the National Education

Association, approved in 1929 and reTiaed in 1941.. With the existence
o! such a specific code, it is felt

b7 the writer of this study', that

'W1e "tear" manile.ted in the questionnairu regarding the introduction

ot the parent III:i.Cht be reduced, siDee a code would guide the 11'81' tor the
couneelor tor all actiYiUe. in which the parent was involved.
In the absence of a specific ethical code, it is suggested

perhaps each institution should d.....lop 1v own.

~t

It should be one that

18 compatiDle with t.he philosophy of that 1n8t1tution and one which in

no way convadicts nor impinges upon the .or.. , rights, and Uberties
of any individual..

Such a doew.nt, it s ••_ to the writer, would be

extremely useful and would eacourage the ut1lizaUon of tbe parent in
the counseling intern...

An additional point about ethical oonduct should be made here.

In

an earl;r part of this studT, it ... emphasized that the parent should no!
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be hiroduoed into'

!!,l

inten1"

01'

counael.1ng _sion witilout the

!!p1'U.

R!!mUsion and couent of tlMt client. It was also indicated that \his
state_nt haa practically UD1vwsal acceptance by counselors. ;&!phuis
on the aboTe ethical atatement i. the important point.

Counselors should

not only knOll the above Ulldel'l1ned .tatement but should and RlU8t tol1ow
its wal'ning in all l'elationahips with 1nd1T1duals other than clients.
In addition to the

-.0 implications tor counseling stated above,

it

appear. to the 1Il'i1iel' that a thil'd might be in ord8l'. Thie is the
11Ip1ication that perhaps our counselor training proll'aDl need. a thol'ough
8Taluation.

This statement is not intended !in any way to be cr1tloal,

since it 1s recognized that guiduce and cOUl1l8ling are still in the
embl'J'Onic stage as tar as de..lopme1'lt ot the potential is concerned.
Moreover, it is readily adJdtted that steps &1'e constantly being taken

to prOY1d.e tor IIOre eftective and producti" guidance and counaeu.r..
the stat8lll8Jlt _de about cmaluation 1s pron;>ted by the rather definite
lack ot training in couns.ling reftaled by a study

or

the secondary

school questionnair.s. A consid81"ab1. 1'lUI'I1ber ot the respondents lacked
the training in counseling that it see. should be nec.ssar;y tor the
occupano;y ot positions ot leaderah1p in school systems. As wu readUr
adndtted, experience and other factors III1ght be the answer to the lack of
objective quallt1cationa indicated, since there 1s a shortage of irained
personnel.

Bearing in mind that the greater nWllber of the respondenta

Wl'e ua1ned in institution. ot higher learning, where it is uswaed 1ihe;y
pr.pared the• •1.... tor their pr.sent work, the que.tion arises .s to the
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adequacy ot the training in counaeling. Regardless of the t:ruth or
talsiV of the stateJteDt tbatcoUDselor t:raining should be more inte.iTe,
the suggestion i8 again made that nal.uation IIl1ght be in o:rdu.

ivaluation

in itsel.f' does not connote spec1tically that the situation is good or badJ

Going above the 1lustitutions of higher learning to the a tate level,

it merely indicates what the situation is.

it is tound that the situation in regazd to the position of school
cOUDaelor 18 not too healthy. A publication of the Departllent of Health,
iducation, aM Welfare reTeala that

all

of

1959 tor So states, cert1tication

requirements tor school cOUllselora were I'I8.IXiato17 in 37, were opt.1onal in

4,

and vere neither mandatory nor optional. in

9. In the District of

Columbia and the three territories, certification for school counselors
va

mandat~

in 3, while neither. a aandato1'7 nor optional listing was

shown tor 1.48
FrOM the above, it oan be concluded that as ot 1959, 20% of

OUl'

federal units of government had no legal requirement tor the ce:rt1tication

ot oounselora.

Lack of th1a requ1:r_nt ce:rtainl¥ does not inapue the

higher 1n8t1tutiona to a IIOre 1ntensift and. cOIIpI'ehensift counselor
'training pJ'ograra.

h

tourth 1rqp11cat1on for counseling 18 the participation to the

.t:uUeat deqee in the opportunities offered by the ..tiow Defense
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iducation Act of 1958. Title V of thi. Act is of particular interest here.
This deals with guidance, counseling, and testing, and is one of ten f1.tles
of the Act. 49

Part A of Title V authorizes 115 .II1ll1on a

ye8l'

tor

tOUl'

,.ears beginn:ing July 1, 1958, while Part B of Title V authorises oounseling
and guidance training institutes in the colleges and uniftl'sities.

It is suggested that the gap that wu found to exist between theo17
and practice in this

stu~

in regard to the role of the parent in the

counseling inte:n1ew JBight be closed somewhat by participation in the
proruions of the Act.

1'h1s is particuJ..aloly true since the Act in Title V

.

is not only cone_ned with tho.. eppged in ·oounael.1ng aDd guidance in the

secondary schools, but is alao for hachera

pre~

to be so engaged.

It

is the latter who, in particular, !lUst becOlll8 aware of the rital potential

of the parent in the counseling intent... Since knowledge is power, it
appears erident that a diminution ot the ditterenee between the01'7 and
pl'act1ce

lIIq

take place because of participation in the prOvisions of

th1a Act.

The tifth implication appal'ent is the need for the d..,..lopllent of
the pract1cUlll concept at the higher levels of 1:natl'uction.

It is felt

that the existence and utllizaUon of the practicum is closely associated
with the problem of this stud;y.

is 01 utJllOllt importance.

In the practicum, the counseling function

It is better

to.2!!

cOUDseling than to atudz

49!heodore I. Carlson and Catherine P. Wil1ial11!S, Guide to the
.tional. Defense Act of 11~. U. S. Department of Health, Mueation
velfare (Wash1ligion,
9) •

ana
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counseling, for the latter 1.8 but a phase of the whole situation.

The

famous cliche of Dewey, "Learning by Doillg", is certainly apropos here.
In doing counseling work in the practicUlIl, the need tor and the role of

the parent IIOst certainly vUl be recognized.

It is hoped that the latent

potential of this vital person will be explOited to the fullest.
The tinancial difficulties associated with the operation ot practicums
are 1I08t read1.l.y admitted.

That the prOTision for.. the statting of, aDd

the maintenance of practicUJlls
aftilable is not denied.

1Jm)1't'88

monetary expenditures not alvgs

The only atatement set forth 18 the beliet

that the development of the practicUJll in p1'ogiams w111 see a closing of
the gap between theo17 and practice in regard to the p1'oblell of this

studT.
The r ole of the parent in the counseling interview, as a topic for
study, 11&7, it is hoped, add something to the extant knowledge, but what
is 1101'8 iJaportant, it mq open new avenues for 1nYeatigation.
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APPENDIX I
THE UNIVERSIty AND COLLiDE QUESTIONNAIRE
!HE ROLE OF THE PARENT IN mE COUNSELING INTmVIW
Problelll

What should be and what. is the role of the puent in the

counseUng interriew?
IOTEI

The purpose of this questionnaire 18 to separate theory
and pzractice. Therefore, you are being asked, what, 1n
yOUI' opinion, should be and what. if. the role of the puent.
with the student iii \he counseling _.sion?

1. Please indicate by ohecking, what, in your judgment, should be
(theory), and what, in your experience, is the role
tbi parent
:In the following problem areas. Kindly USUIDI that the title
given to the proble. would be that which a pupU would use 1f' he
1181". able to 1nd1cate it.

or

EMOTIOIAL SOOIAL AND

mfSoiW.Jft 110m
A. Afrectional
needs

B. Atta.1.!aezlt
of status
C. Group membership
needs

D.

"Should be"
"18'*
"Should be"

"Is"

"Should be"

"Is"

Should be"

Moral
d1f'f1culties

"Is"

E. Pupil-puent
cont11cts

"Is"

F. Pupil-teacher
contlicts

"Should be"
"Isft

It

"Should bell

140

=
1::W1
I I I
I
I

I

I

2Q.1

Is~I=~

I
I

I
I I I

t

J

I

::J

I

:I
:~

I

:J

= I£.IL 1~1;g
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PM_ (

EMOTIONAL SOCIAL
1Ifi§oiltIft

AND
cont.)

G.

"Should be"
"Ia"

H.

"Should be"
" Is"

I.

"Should be"
"Iau

J.

"Should be"
It Is-

1=1~1201~1=~

IDOOATIOlUL AliD
ACADEMIC PiOBLBMS

A. Choic. of
ourrioulum

"Should be"
"Ia"

I

B. Lack ot aptitude
and/or motivation

"Is"

"Should be"

I

I

C. OVerachievement

"Should be"
"Is"

I

D. Und.l'achi......nt

"Should be"
"Ia"

I

I
I

E.

"Should be"
"Is"

i

1. Pupil orientation
to school

·Should be"
"Is"

G. School leaving

"Should belt
III,"

I
I

H.

"Should be"
"Is"

I

I.

"Should be"
"Is"

I

J.

Mental
r.tedation

"Should be"

"Is"

I
I

I I

I
I
I
I
I

I
:I

I

I
I

=1=.1; I~I=~

I:: I=- I I;::; I=
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VOOATIONAL PROBLEMS

2!1!

A. Occupat1onal-scho-

lastic into%mation

If Should be"Ia"

I

I

B. CapacitY' and interest tor yocation

"Should belt
ItIa"

I

I

C. Selection ot
vocation

"Should be"

"Ia"

I

I

I

I

"Should be"

D. Enl>loyment

OPpo%tunit1es

"Is"

I

,

I

I

"Should be"

I I

I

"Should be"
"Ian

I

I
I

E. Further
schooling

"Is"

"Should be"

1. Milituy
se%v1ce

"Should be"
"Is"

I

G. Job hunting

H.

Pre~ation

"Is"
to%,

ent%ance upon, and
advancement on job

I.

I
I
I
I

"Is"

"Should be"

I

ItShould be"
"Is"

I:

,

A. Ph;ya1cal
handicaps

1IShould belt

B. Chronic
illness

"Should be"

I:
I

C. Nutrition
p%oblema

"Should he"

"Is"

I

I
I
I I I

D. Sanitation

"Should be"

1= i~I;~ I~I =~

J.

I

I

HEALm PROBL'Elt)

Ulan

"Is"

"I.·

I l
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HEAL1'B PROBLEHS
(cont.) •
E. _ _ _ _ __

1=1~.!;ls~l=

"Should be"

"Is"
F. _ _ _ _ __
G. _ _ _ _ __

A. Part-time work

"Should ba"
"ISfl
ItShould be"
"Isn

r

I :t
t I

"Should belt

high school
C.. Lack of funda for
higher education

D. _ _ _ _ __

E.

2.

------

I .: 1 :

I

"Should be"

ttla"
It

:1

r

"I8"

B. Lack o£ funds tor

I
I

Should be"

:I

nls"
"Should belt

I

I

::':1

I
J

I
I 'I
I I
I .: J

"Is·

f

"Should be"
ttls"

=I~I;I~H=

It would be greatly appreciated if' you find. time to answer the following:

A. Do you have a. counseling practicwn in operation?

188_

Ifo_

B. Please indica.te the approximate frequency in which the EueS' 1a
brought into t.1te counseling situation with the student in 'the
operation of the sacticum.
C. About what per cent of the per80nnel you are training for guidance
get an opportunity to function in the practicum with pareute?

D. Please indicate any itelllS of interest you feel are unusual or
different in the operation of your praet1cum with emphaais on
the involvellent of the parent.

I. What 18 your conception of the place of the parent in the
counseling interview?

F. Would you like to receive a copy' of the results received frOll
the respondents?
Yes
No

-

-

MAN! THANKS FO! COMPLETING THIS QUES1'IONNAIJUU 1HE IDENTITY" SP:mIfIC
RESl>OHDiNTS WILL BE OPT CONFIDENTIAL IN RB1ARD 7'"0 ANSWERS RECEIVED ON
ms INStRUMENT. AGAIN, MANY TiWiKSJ

~--.-,------------------1'1t1e

--------------------------------------
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APFENDIX II
THE SJl)ONDARY SCHOOL QUi.STIOHNAIR.E

mE aa..E OF THE PARENT IN THE COOHSELINO INTERVIEW
Probl.lIU
NorEe

1.

What should be and what is the role of the parent in the
counseling interview?
The purpose of this questionnaire is to separate theory
and pt"actice. Theretore, you .ve being asked, what, in
your opinion, should be and what is the role or the parent
with the student in the counsel~se8sion?

Please indicate by checking, what, in yOUl' judgment., should be
(theory), and what, in your experience, is the role Of ili. parent
in the following problem areas. Kindly iiaume that the tltle given
to the problem would be that whioh a pupfi 'Would use if' be ware a.ble
te indicat. it.

I=I~NI

EMOTIOIAL+rSOOl1rfD
PJi!OIALI p f i A. Affectional
needs

"Should be"
It

Ia"

B. Attainment of
status

"Should be"
"Is"

C. Group membership
needs

·Should be"
"Is"

D.

Moral
d1tf1culties

"Should be·
Is"

8

F

j

r

I:
I

I-

2Q!

Is~ I=~
I I I

I
I I

I :I
I I

I I
I 1

E. PupU-parent
conflicts

"Should belt

I

F. Pupil-teacher
conflicts

"Should belt
"Is"

= 1::.1;; 18~ I=~

HIs"
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I
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IKOTIOHlL SOOUL AND
PRoBi':W (cont.)

PBSoiAf:tft

"Should be"

Q.

"Is"

H.

"Should be"

"Is"
I.

"Should belt
Dla"

iI.

"Should belt

=1='12~ls::(J(I=

I

I
I

I

I

i

I
I

I

I

I

I

ftIs"
IDt1CAfIOIJ.L .AID
iCJ.DlMI~ Fi6It'IHs
A. Choice of
cU1"r1culum

"Is"

B. Lack of aptitude
and/or motivation

DShould be"
"la-

C. Overachieve_lit

ItShould be"

~

"Should be"

"Is"
D. Underachieve_at

"Should be"

"Is"
E. .Kental retardation

I

"Should be"

"Iatt
l. Pupil orientation
to school

I
I
I
I

"Should be"

"Ia"

I
,

:I

I
I
!

"Should be"

I

H.

"Should. belt

I.

"Should be"

I
I I

Q.

School leaYiDg

"Ia"

J.

"Is"

I

j
,

I
I

I

-Is-

I

.. Should be"

=1~~1;18iil=

"Is"
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VOOAfIONAL PROBJ:..E}6
A. Occupational-echola.tic information

"Should be·

"Is"

=I~[;I::'I=~
I
I I

B. Capacity aJ¥l interest fo~ vocation

It

"Is"

I:

I

C. Selection at
vocation

.. Should be"

I

I

"Should be"

t

I

E. FUl'ther schooling

"Should belt
"Is"

l. Military sen1.ce

"Should be"
"Ie"

I
I

I
I

a.

"Should be"

D. lIIployment
opportunities

Job hunting

Should be"

"Is"

"Is"

"Is"

H. PJoeparation for,
enUanc. upon, and
advancement on job

"Should be"
"Is"

I.

"Bhould beR

J.

"Is"

"Should be"

"Is"

I :I
I I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I
i

f

I:

I
I
I

I
I

BEAL1B PROBLEMS
A. P!v'aical handicaps

"Should ben

"Ia"

I

B. Chronic
1l1ness

·Should be"
"Is·

C. Nutrition
problema

"Should be"

"Is"

I

D. Sanitation

"Should be"

I=I~I~!~I=~

"Is"

t

I

I
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I:I=NI;I S~M I~~~

HlALTH PR013I&MS
(cont.)

E.

"Should be"

"Is"

I

I

I

"Is"

I

I

"Should beft

t:

I

"Is"

I:

!

B. Lack of funds for
high school

"Should be"
"ls-

I

:\

I

c.

"Should bett

F.

"Should bet!

o.

"Ian

FIlWlCIAL PltOBLlHS
A. Part-time work

Lack of funds for
higher education

D.

"Is"
"Should be"

"Ia"

I.

2.

"Should be"

"Should be"
"Istt

:

t:
t

I

j

,

t

=l~I;I~I=

It would be greatlT appreciated if TaU find tu. to anner the following.
A. About what per cent of your guidance personnel have received their
training in an inati tutlon of highe, learning in the North Central

u.,

B. Please indicate the highest degree TOU hold.

C. In the degree that ,"au indicated above, was the emphasis onl
Guidance in general
COUllllelinC
_ _ _ __

•

D. Please indicate ~ it. . of interest that TOU tee1 81'8 /
ilIportant in TOUI' guidance program with particul81' 8q)hasis
on the place ot the puent in counseling.

I. What is your conception ot the place of the parent in the
counseling interview?

I. Would you like to receive a COPT

respondents?

ot the results receiftd troll
Y..

110___

MANY THANKS FOR COMPLETII'Kt mrs QUES T.IOWllUU '1U IDENTITI 07 SPECIFIC
RESPONDENTS WILL BE IEP! CONFIDE:'''TIAL IN Rl!DJRD '1'0 ANSWERS RECEIVED ON
mIS INSTRUMEHT. AOAIN, MANI mA..'llKSl

Nu._________________
'11.t18:-_ _ _ _ _ __

------
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APPEHDn III
ADDENDUM ATtACHED TO mE QUESTION'NAIU
SENT TO mE SECONDARY SCHOOL
PEBSOHNEL

Please conaider this questionnaire trom the viewpoint ot the
secOnda;! school. ibis study is not conoerned with guidaDce aotiYities
at the e ementary level.
It TOur jur1adiotion in regard to guidance is more _tensi.,.. than
that pertaining to the l!.econ,da~ school, pl:ease treat this material trom

the viewpoint of the secondarz eve1 only.

1S0
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